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Frank Curtis,.Proprietor and Manager.

Friday & Saturday Evenings, Dec. 28 &
& 24 and Saturday Matinee.
REAPPEAREN EOF

To Persons Desiring insurance.
W. D. LITTLE & CO.
Are furnishing insurance for (heir
fiieti'l* and euSMtmers, on ns favorable
terms as any other agency iu Portland

SMITH M£$ fAYER'S

TOURISTS
IN A PULLMAN S-ALACE CAR.
THE TOURISTS RECORD.

And all the first-class theatres in tin* United States
to densely packed audiences.
Usual Prices. Sale of Scat) commences Wednesdecl9ddlw
dac, Dei .21

M. C. M. A.

A COURSEBf FREE LECTURES
FOB THE SEASONS OF

$5,20(1,372.37

$2,090,365.87

Liabilities,...
Net

One hundred and fourteen performances
in New York, One hundred and six
in Philadelphia, Eightyfour in Boston,

Company

Total Assets,.

$03,000,000.

■

■

$1,000,000.
Assets,
Orient, of H iriford,
$1,200,000.
Asset-,
Shoe & Leather, of Boston,

rei

Deliesa Layers (Finest Table Raisins).
London Bunch (Choice
).
Dehesa Musca'els, (Very Large
).
Extra Fine Muscatel Raisins.

38
*25
22
18
14
Choice
11
Best Valencia
18
Fancy S< cdless
14
Vostezza Currants...
8
Best English Cun ants.
Finest Leghorn CitrojQ. 25
Can lied Lemon Peel. 25
*•

Commonwealth, cf Boston,
$800,000.
Assets,
Western, of Toronto,
A sets,
$1,350,000.
Lion, of London,
$1,300,000.
As.ets,
Trans> Atlantic of Hamburg,
$900,000.
Assets,
Northwestern of Milwaukee,
$1,100,000.
Assets,

Raisins in

13c.2

Bag

Finest

Whole

and

Boxes,

1881-82,

)

MR.PmE
—w ill

Alley
Open His Bowling
of exercise
Those in

to the pubi c TO-DAY.
will tind this a pleasant

quest
plaeo to pass

an

hour.

22 UNION STREET.
31**

NO

dcc2a

a

FRENCH

Boxes
Wiesbaden Crystallized Awiorl d Fruits, I lb. ii
“
Cherrie*.
f*-<(
“
(i
..
Stuffed Prune*,
Canton Stem Kiager, Crystallized, i lb. Boxes, .w

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.
Established iu 1843.

CASH ASSETS,

over

MESSINA LEMONS
FLORIDA ORANGES,
MALAGA
GRAPES,
JAMAICA ORANGES,
VALENCIA ORANGES.

$92,000,000.

PREMIUM are LOWER, it* DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Oomj. any, in the WORLD, its Policies
are continually increasing in value.

Policy for $3,500,
Portland, is now
A

on a

well-known citizen of
Endowments,

av

decl d3w

eragiug $126.00o weekly.

■

ATWOOD

3\t:erw

Its RATES of

Per lb.
10
15
15
20
1«
22

Castanns.
Pecans
Filberts.
English Walnuts
French Walnuts.

Almonds****.

Princes, Paper Shell
Jordan She led

CLOCKS,

No 509

rer lb
Almonds. 3o
*'

Valencia
Shellbark Walnuts.10c per qt.
Mixed Nuts.16c per lb.

Tlio

p

PeoDle’s Attraction.

ESQUIMAUX
Inner Soles for Cold Feet!

Haverly^s
FAMOUS

JI.W P. M.nnnn’ Exceedingly

Um (SUM!) FLUE Ell)

COMPANY.
MR. JOE POLK. MR FRANK E. AIKEN.
MR HENRY LINDEN, MR. SAME RYAN,
0«ARD,
MR. HARRY BELL. MR L. F.
MR E. JORDAN, MR. L. F. TERKISS,
GILBERT
KATIE
MISS
MISS MARIE BATES
MISS LIZZIEHIGHT.
Comedv full of Fun, Screaming Situations and
Spaikling D aloaue.
Grand Matinee Ori-tmas. Prices, 75, 50 & 35.
RerOrv-d Seals on sale Friday, Dee. 23.

A

J. H HAVKRLY. Proprie'or.
W. H. MORTON. Manager.
Frank KcKke.Business Agent.
dtd
dec21

Boot,

Button

Shoes, Slippers, Rubbers
from the best manufacturers in the
world.
Ladies’ Waterproof Cork
hisses’ and
Sole Walking Boots,
Children’s Waterproof School Boor,-,
Extension edges ai’d low heels.
W hiilier’s Heel Protector- keep children’s ankles from turning and add
one-half to the wear of the shoes.

Cuierland Route Association E. T. MERRILL,
-Wli L

GRAND

At Army &

GIVE

A-

455

ASSEMBLY

Navy Hall, Wednesday, Dec, 28,

Yiudc by Chandler. Tickets 60 cts. Grand March
dee2I-dlw*
at 8.30.

r n
Hail.

Mechanics’

2nd.

Monday Evening, January

US arch. S

fay Chnmilcr,

!Ylu»ic
nov5

ALL,”

SI

CITY

!iO,
dtf

Saturday, Jan. 7th, 1S82.
THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

Ilia Boston luseum Company.
It.

Manager.Mr.
—

WHICH HAS GIVEN

M. Field.

—

noveiuy,

tne lireat musical

IT.

OPPOSITE

M.

EiOTPI,.

decS_dll

HEADQUARTERS
for

CHRISTMAS CARDS
A large and elegant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of 1. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported
Cards.
Also,
Thanksgiving, Birth Annoaneement and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

Per 11).
Vanilla Chocolate Creamfl. 20
Cream Date*.20
20
Aln onds.
Walnuts. 20

Cocoanut Creams. 20
.20
Caramels
Cream Balls. 2«>
Ice Cream Candy. 20
.20
Fruit Jellies
20
F-tncv Sherbets.
ns.20
Persian Crea
French Mixed. 20

Per lb.

A Genuine Mark Down.

Cbeckermints.

pie

a

Sullivan’s Latest Eccentricity,

of

15

We also have In slock a large assortment of Foreign and Domestic Preserves,
James. Jellies and Marmaldes Brandy Fruits of all kinds, Perry’s Fruits in Syrup,
ilgliieri and Huckin’s Soup, New Comb Honey, Foreign and Domestic Dates, Richardson amt Rnubin-’ Canned Fruits, Meats, Gam* and Poultry, Thurber’s celebrated
canned Fruits and Vegetables, Italian Maeearoni, all kinds of Foreign and Domestic
Cheese and a full line of Crosse & Blackwell's Condiments.
The above, comprises but a small list of the choice table delicacies we always
keep in stock.
For a complete list with prices send for Catalogue.

Wholesale & Retail Grocers

Tickets at

Morning, Dec. 20.

City Hall,

■

One

Sight Only.

uti-med

WEDNESDAY EVENING, DEC. 28fli.

rj*- Reserved Sent Tickets oaly 25 ct«. JE3

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

Whitney

Gaiter

We

Lave

an'ides

in

a

our

dtf

from the

east,

in

a

the City Ilall, «n the above date, for the
benefit of the

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
For this 8< ecial occasion all the seats in the Ilall,
will be reserved, and tickets including reserved
Feats, wilt be placed at the extremely low price of
25 cents.
The Ilutchsons will be assisted by
Hi»« FLOBFNCF llOLMFIt, < ontrnlto,
.Hr. * ft A AC I.ITTLFIKLD, Truer,

NEAL,

the distinguished Reader and Pianist.
There will bo au entire change of programme
from their ast concert.
Reserved seat tickets for

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros' Pianos,
Also

a

choice

EVENING

DEI EMBER

30,

’lunory of lioitra "nrath itniian Slties.

Hie Seapoltinn Shore.”
Jan. 6tli.—“From Mars Hill to
Ml. Olivet.”

Jan.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
3 Free Street

Florence sxnd I*i§si.
\

2nd.—“Sicily and

Admission GO certs. Reserved Scats 25 cents
extra. Seats at Stocltbridge’s.
<lct
d,c24

DANCING ACADEMY.

Christmas Assembly
Dee.

aep29

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

We have

Hot Baked Beans
AND

All

Every SATURDAY Afternoon at 5 o’clk,

to

the

new

From many of tlio best

at

29th.

Clat; iii jliin and i mev dancing, Monday Even*
dec24dif

No. 532
decl7

Repairing and Tuning done

144 1-2 Exchange

decl4

LAST WEEK.

BASKETS.
Office, Scrap, Work, Wood, Lunch,
Sdiooi, Hamper, t Sotlies, and
Bog itasLcts, and a large
variety of Willow Work
stands at
WHOLESALE A.V) RETAIL,
-BY-

Picture Framers
ARTISTS’ COLORKEN.
AND
16 TEMPLE ST.,

PORTLAND. ME.
deadlw

dcc20

Kendall & Whitney,
x»gxwjlmAJXTT>.

E.

[ its'.SH.nAA &

mum.

Advertising Agent*,
lists tv. sot ri ii st.,

ciimtanat

Benson’sCapcine Porons Plas-

have been imitated. Do
allow your druggist to
palm off some other plaster having a similar
the word is spelled
that
See
name.
sounding
C-A-P-C-I-N E. Price 25 cts.

HIIRK

KEMEDY'AT East.

Price ‘25c.

Owen, Moore

& Co.

dec2M

dtf

SCIATICA

H. FREEMAN & Co

(Sciatic Rheumatism)
Is considered by physicians an incurable disease.

BISHOP

SOULE’S

tore, JBoston, Mw?i

declaim

Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters Is as much regarded as
a household necessity as sugar or coffee The reason
of this is that years of cxper ence have proved it to
be perfectly reliable in those cases of erne gency
where a promp and Convenient remedy is demand
od. Constipation, liver complaint, dyspepsia, indigestion and other trouble* are overcome by it.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers, to whom apply
for HoBtctter’s Almanac for 1882.
eod&wlm
decl

forsaleT^

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FIRST

LINIMENT

uill rare the worot forms of that puiufTnl
bottle? for sciatica, Kbeu«li«e»iKe. Use I A
matlsm and Neuralgia Price §1.60; small bdtleg
(.lor sprains. Lame Back, Ac), 76 cents. Sold by
druggists. F. W. BfBER ;V SON, Pioprie

Ill Hosts of Families

All persons

sitting

for their Photographs
within the next two
will
or three days
be enabled to have
part, if not all of their
order for Christmas.
Choice and rich selection of Silk Yelvet
Frames, Easels, etc.
constantly on hand.

OYSTERS.
225 Federal St.. Portland, Me.
Fresh supp tes from beds of Virginia and Mary-

constantly on hand. Ill orders bv mail or othcteolO-dtf
ertvise promptly filled.
land

CLASH FANCY AND BUSINESS

Siiiiioiis*
At

Prices

to

Suit

the

Times.

in

or

also

(V\^oov^v

the best

this

point

the corre-

mauy more between now and

as

oiviujmio ijifaiuiivuc)

«*u

tuuc^vuuuuii

It is now said that if Lord Granville
writes back that Her Majesty’s Government
can’t think of assenting to the changes in
the Clayton-Bulwer treaty suggested by Mr.
Blaine, the next thing will be a formal announcement from Mr. Frelinghuysen that
this Government has decided to abrogate
the treaty.
With the receipts during the past fiscal
year forty minion dollars in excess of the
disbursements for the same period, the
financial condition of the French Republic
shows a prosperity next to that of tho
United States. Yet it is along way .behind
seeing that our surplus was much more
than twice as

great.

Governor Smith of Wisconsin has issued his proclamation announcing that the
proposed biennial elections and sessions
amendment to the constitution of that
State was ratified by the requisite vote of
the people at the late election, and is now in

/lAAAn

PHOTOGRAPHER,

manner.

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.
d3mo

Exchange
^

514

Congress St,

Street.
d2w#

dtf

Prof. J. W.

well

and

cheap

at

STREET, 31] dec3f
C. E. WHITNEY. REAR3I GREENde:23dtt
Congress St. J- N. Marsh JEWELER.
cl3w*

Maynard,

the favorite blind Plin'tt and Basso, assisted by

PROF. J. A, HiLL,
the Eminent Violin Soloist, would respectfully announce to ihe public, that they nr«* prepared to
furnish first class musical entertainments for
Churches, Fairs, Private Parties, Lecture Courses,
&c., at very reasonable rates. For terms, apply or
address

Maynard,

i>ti Boyd St.,

or

at

Chandler’s Music Store, Portland, Me.
dim
dec 15_

WATCHES,
CLOCKS.
CHAINS Ob
JaYSTJES GHASSESS,

J

IfAn/lnn

in

Taniinn’

TnstlAA

Gray replied that he would probably be
there by that time.
Tiif.ke being no North and no South in
the President’s message, the New Orleans
Times follows Mr. Wegg’s example by dropping into the poetical statement that a nation is growing up like a flower on the grave
of sectionalism.

DOW’S KEW BLOCK

Prof. J. W.

done

cotton, manufactured between $350,000 and
$400,000 worth of goods, and declaied a
twelve per cent, dividend for the year.
The
same authority says that
the Piedmont
Manufacturing Company is about to erect
twenty cottages for its employes. This
means business for home tradesmen, employment for home mechanics, and an increased home market for farmers. There
is not a foot of land near these mills but is
enhanced in value by their being there.
The argument of these homely facts will
stand against, a whole free-trade library.

Chief Justice Waite telegraphed Justice
Gray on Tuesday that he would like to have
him there to take his seatupon the bench by

■

rent.

Aew Year, Faster and Virtliday
Cards. SOOO styles Fancy Cards
marked down, odd cards 5c per
dozen. Scrap Rooks, Card Albums
and Card 1 rtnimings.

Repairing

The Charles-

__

declO

§56
doe 14

declared.

Democratic paper, says, ‘‘There never was
a more fraudulent election, and the State is
filled and ruled by office-stealers, attd everybody knows it. Such a thing as a fair election is unknown in that S'ate.”

S.W&wlly

(nol)

are

News and Courier reports the Camperdoun Mills as having used up 5,000 bales of

ton

xuc<

fl MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
aug31

XUiUI,

1800.______

Manufacturing

■

UbWV

Southern newspapers are reporting meetings of stockholders and directors of manufacturing companies at which very comfort-

will cut off

JOHNSON,
SEABURY&.Chemists,
New lork.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

fancy

BROS.,

| Ait

B

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

art line,
Must close out every thing in the
want no liing left over. Come early ai d get first
marked
end
of
cabinet
choice. No
frames,
very low.

STUBBS

aoeine.

Tney

U1J

The Atlanta (Ga.). Constitution th'nks
that, under an inexorable pressure that is
beyond the reach of influence or argument,
the plantations will split into small farms,
and small fanners will take the place of
large planters. The same causes that
sliced nearly 70,000 farms from the Georgia
plantations in the ten years preceding 1880

They Act Immediately.
They Strengthen,

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

Street
Congress dlawSwS

LAST CHANCE,

Manufacturers,

Instalments

Wm. P.

II 11

force.

SQUARE

UPRIGHT PIANOS
on

V/

II ill

dlw

—AND—

1

possession of real estate involves. Thus
time, every tiller of the soil in

nuisance.

Silver Watches

stairs.

-AT-

Are Superior to all other Planters.
Superior to Pads.
Arc Superior to Liniment..
Are Superior to Ointments or Salves.
Arc superior to Electricity or galvanism

—AX1>—

down

department,

Sprains.

Are

GOLD

reasonable pricps, should visit onr
slore (his week, and not fail to go

illi FA l>

HBltOWK

goods,

or

Neuralgia or Kidney Diseases.
Lumbago, Severe Aches or Pains
Female Weakness.

Rings,

an

in want of choice

Cramps

Chased Rings,

Sell

—

Remedy for

Backache or Lame Back.
Rheumatism or Lame Joints.

»

at U. S. Hotel, Portland, Me.
Office
decUO

elegant assortment of,
much less than regular

the

Prominent members of the legal profesChicago have given an opinion that
the Chicago river is not legally a navigable
river; that the right of commerce upon it U
merely an easement, and that the power to
regulate and control it is vested in the State
of Illinois and may be delegated to the city
of Chicago. This opinion is of great importance to the city, as the local trade and the
convenience of residents is seriously hampered and interfered with by the bridge

UnU

FELL LINE OF ISOLD FILLED EASES.

affairs,

sion in

ters
rnilTIIIN
I I w II a not

Persons
is re luceable .cure will be guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
lly this
from the country can receive treatment and return home the same day.
method, which is pracliced at the Vienna Institute for the cure of Hernia or Rupbeen cured the past year.
ture, of St. Louis, Mo., over (Jt)O Ruptured persons have
from Dr. I.
Mr. Thornes was a patient of this institute, and received instructions
success
T. Smythe, Pres dent of the Vienna Institute of St. Louis, whose universal
in the treatment and cure of Rupture has been admitted by the leading physicians
him of
and surgeons of llie West, and testilied to by hundreds of persons cured by
The treatment is not a
Ruptures pronounced utterly incurable by able physicians.
one’s occupation.
surgical operation and does not interfere with
the cure of Hernia, (Rupture,) at St. Louis,
Dr y T. Smythe, President of the Vienna Institute for

price.

MICK

XHESEt-Y

^hejest Known

|
Plain

Irish

Express on

said that the Irish tenantfarmer, from being
one of the rack-rented and oppressed cultivators on the earth, has now, by the provisions of the land act, such protection from a
rapacious landlord as is unknown in any
other country. The land court has reduced
the rent of almost all those whose applica
tions it has heard, from twenty-five to fifty
per cent, and some even more. Mr. Brown
believes that the result of these decisions
will be that landlords, finding the income
from their property a fixed amount which is
not likely to be increased, will sell their estates in parcels to their tenants, and invest
their money where they can increase their
incomes and where they will not be troubled
with the annoyance and expenditures which

when published. At
spondence ceased.

Plaster.

THE

3*1:0.. S’. O. ‘3?S3C03*fl:3EIS»,
announce
Formerly of this city, but now a resident of the West, would respectfully
that lie will be In Portland, for a short time, for the treatment of Hernia or RupYears
of
Standing by
Thirty
ture, in all its forms. Having been cured of a Rupture
In all cases where a rupture
au entire uew process, he offers his services as above.

Children’s Pick Ms!
and sell at

ings.

•iec3 tod 4w

A

ALL

the editor of the

review it would be about 1887 when his article appeared, ami he wanted it to read right

They Relieve Paiu at Once.
They Positively Cure.

BLAKE’S BAKERY,

GILBERT’S

Thursday Evening,

Plated,

generally merry,

Some time ago one of the brightest young
physicians in Chicago wrote an article for a
medical review, beginning “the recent severe winter of 1880-87 should warn us,” etc.
After a long while the editor replied, asking
him what he meant by “the recent winter of
1886-87,” to which Mcdicus responded that
judging from his past experience with this

-MEDALS.-

PEARLS,
CAMEOS,

To the Citizens of Portland and Vicinity:

stock of hrat-clasa

dec8 eodtf

Porous

DIAMONDS,

OR AND,

[HE STODDARD LECTURES!
FRIDAY

—IX—

RUPTURE CURED

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CART,

sale at Steckbridge’s.
I u&W

dec24_S,
CITY
IIAIili,

r\

decl'J

-and-

MISS JEWNIEBELEE

BINGS

for Ladies & Gents.

including French and
Kiota
Vases,
Japan
Fruit
Te-te
gets," Majolica
Di«hes, Glass Fruit Dishes, Glass
Salad Dishes, Ebony Towel Backs,
Broom Cases, Bracket*, Jardinica Vases, and the large variety
of choice goods in the basement.

their return

Grand Farewell Concert!

MIDDLE STREET,

Watch Chains

fresh

& Brown Sts.

Caprine

the

Portland, Me.

BRACELETS,

during the

Congress

-AWARDED-

CUSTIS & CO.,

Silver Ware,

wholesale stock

Bazar

Benson s

_

some

desirable,

only

Harper’s

6

in Gold &

.

goods,
Japan

FAMILY,
on

Yon will save money by baying of ns, for our stock is not
and best, but our prices are the lowest.

493 Congress Street,
deo23dtt

so

Jons S. Bnow.v, one of the great linen
manufacturers of Belfast, Ireland, was in
Buffalo, recently, and in conversation with

A1V.I UUU

F. A. ROSS & CO.

great variety.

in

CUFF BUTTONS

FIRST DUOR FR»5! EXCHANGE.

Department.

ment

These are all

secured to give

and

177

days. In order to acwe have reduced
this,
complish
the prices from 25 «o 50 per
cent, and shall offer in the Base-

Co.

MARK DOWN in

largest

next two

STREET,

Shoe

of

surplus

which must be sold

jy29

have been

best qualities for Winter in Wool
and Kid. Lined and Unlined.

SCARF PINS

day is to make Christmas,
universally so.

in process of

Cor.

CLOVES. Dent’s

Opera Glasses,
French Clocks,

15, 1SS1.

urcla

Under,.the Falmouth Hotel.

HUTCHINSON

MEN’S

year of

the most part have found work for their
willing hands and ample recompense for
The nation has thrived, and,
their labor.
were it not for the terrible deed at the capital last July, would record the year as one of
the happiest iu its annals.
The gain in
wealth andgeneral comfort shows itself in
lavish gift-making. No holiday season for
a long time has been marked by so much
expenditure. But while the country has
grown wealthy and its people for the most
part have got riches, many unfortunate ones
are needy. They should command our sympathy and active aid. To them we should
give of our abundance. The duty of the

able dividends

Is in great variety in styles and quality. Flat scarfs from 25 cents to
$3.00 each. White Shirts with pure linen bosom and nicely laundried, Six shirts for $4.50; Six shirts for $6.00; Six shirts for $7.50
and Six shirts for $9.00.

_Tii,Th&S2ir_

Gaiter

Stockbridge’s. MON<Tec23dl\v

is the best for the money
in Portland.

Sole agents for
Patterns.

lE^TggJsl ^717’ear

Our

yRorLnc“x.J.A.rsrx>, me.

Grand Chorus of Dragoons and Rapturous

Popular prices.

complete, and we are offering some special bargains this w eek.
Don’t forget that our

TODD & MORSE, JEWELERS,

Congress, & 235 Middle Sts.,

TIE WHITNEY

of

is

Silk Mufflers, Silk Handkerchiefs, from 50c to $2.75,
Silk Wristers, Silk Umbrellas, Silk Suspenders.

CHARLES

GEO. G. SHAW & CO.,

!H3o'wiol

regular stock

Our

FELT SKIRTS and UNDERWEAR

PRICES.

VERY LOW

ASD

Maidens.
DAY

-AT-

guarantee

----Richardson & Robbins Plum Pudding,
Minie Meat, (5 lb pails,).75
Prepared
“
“
(in bulk per lb,).15
Shaker Apple Sauce. (5 lb pails,;.50
S«eet Cider Jelly, (5 lb pails,).0(>

-PATIENCE-es

20
20
20
20

Per ca«.
30, 50 and 85

tied a

Cloak cannot afford to lose

20

Wintergreen Lozenges.

Are nude only by manufacturers of acknowledged reputation and we
them absolutely pure.

585 & 587

HOLIDAY GOODS

20
Napoleon Paste
Imperial " .20
20
Druggist Gum Drops.
Imperial Jordan Almonds.20
Cream Peppermin’8. 20

Cream Ron Bons.
Almond Fig Candy

a

$1.50 RUBBER CIRCULAR

HOLIDAY GOODS

113

Geo. W. Wilson in the Cast.
Special Scenery anil Enlarged Orchestra

20

r.co

Any one in need of
this opportunity.

eodtf

dec22

O

».<

••

10.00

& WENTWORTH,
Congress Street.

dtf

uuucu at

Or, BUN THORNE’S BRIDE.

20

Standard Mixed.
Coltsfoot Rock ..
Crystallised Rock.

Our Candies

FRANK B. CLARK,
Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.
nov9

113 PERFORMANCES
of

Congress Street.

With our usual custom, we have put in a large variety of those
famous French Candies sold only by us. Our immense success of last
season has induced us to greatly increase the variety, and besides the
a-sort incut contained in this list, we have added various new and
attractive styles made, especially for our Christmas trade.

crowns a

exceptional prosperity. The country has
grown rich, anil its industrious people for

$13.00 Cloaks for.$10.00

Frank Curtis,.Proprietor & Manager.

Two Nights gnd One Matinee, Monday
and Tuesday, Dec. 26 and 27.

Cloaks!

Cloaks!

OPERA GLASSES, &C.

FRUITS.

C3r3F8.ESE3Il«J'

■

ALSO, THE OLD

elsewhere.

12.00

■

Payments for Death Claims ami

Theatre.

Portland

New

SILVER: PLATED WARE,

a*

PHIOBS-

LOW

Our Stock will consist of
all sorts of USEFUL and
FANCY ARTICLES at
I
moderate Prices. Please
inspect before purchasing

LAOB JE*TT&S,

■

exhibited in this city.

ever

RINDS,

BRACELETS,

Prunellas.-j?

Fancy French Prunes...
Extra Choice French Prunes.
Choice
Best Turkish Prunes.
"9
....
Fancy Far » Dates
Molasses Dates (Ex. Fine) 9e...9 lbs. for 25

Half

Quarter,

CHRISTMAS
GOODS

""

lbs. for 25

25

Orauge

$1,200,000.

Assets.

The Day and Its Duty.
The Christmas of 1881

iu.

Finest Washed Figs.
•*
London Layer

We do not road auonymotw letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or pres errs communications that are not mod.

of the finest assortments of

J’ETOT'ESIjIEI.Y,

In

Pni-

Old Phoenix, of Hartford,
$3,800,000.
Assets,
Losses Paid, over $3,000,000.
Continent’ll, of New York,
Assets.
$4,000,000.
National of Hartford,

Public.

the

Finest

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

Mew Dried Fruits.

ALSO THE

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 24

OPEN THIS WEEK
one

Surplus,.I®*?

Losses Paid, over

PRESS.

THE

WE SHALL

Of tlx©

■

under the auspices <*r the Maine Chnritable Mechanic Assoriat on will be even in the I.ibraiy Korn,
Mechanics’ Buil Ing. T he following named g.ntlemen have engaged to lecture in ti ls Course: Rev.
Win. It. Alg-r, Wm. A Goodwin, Esq, .lames P.
Baxter. Esq. 'I. IV li, Esq., Emory Ridion, Esq.,
and others w ill bo added.
F. K. PRAY,
)
C. li. BLAKE, ! Lee. Com.
E. A. JOi DaN,
dec22d3t

To
IMMENSE STOCK

CHRISTMAS
-SALE-

LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.

OF

.—

_

GEO. C. SHAW 4 CO.*8

They represent the old

Ptaix Assurance

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCE LEA N EO i! S

MISCELL ANEOUS__

MISCELLANEOUS

ENTERT A1KM EN TS.

..

W. W. SHARPE & CO.,

Advertising: At-ents,
•t

P.UtH now.

NEW VOBH

written vjiproprutiely displayed
and proofs given, free ofe *
The leading Daily and
efcly Newspaper? of tn
United States and Canada, kept on tile for the accom*
Advertisements

modation of Advertisers.

Tiie Catholic World for January states
the remarkable fact that neither in the county nor city of Dublin, Ireland, has there
been an execution for murder since the
year 1S41. Probably no other community o£
its magnitude has such a record.
A Pexzmtlvama paper,finding a citizen
up for Congress last Fall, casually remarked
that he was a thief; and the courts have
awarded him $3,500 for the description.
Sixce Jan. 1, in Chicago, 4114 building
permits have been granted. The total estimated cost of

the permanent structures is

$0,740,000.

,

Pacific Itoalroad will be
completed to the Rosebud River, the scene
of the Custer massacre, to-day, and operations will then cease for the year.
The Northern

roimiAiT of President Garfle’d, painted
porcelain by Jflerr S.unn, a Dresden artist, has been seut from Germany as a
Christmas gift to Mrs. Garfield.

A

on

■

--

Cupid in

▲ Romantic Story of Mies Thursby’s Conquest In Sweden.

holm, Sweden, a sudden storm camo up one
evening, and when she left the concert hall a
servant attired in elegant livery bowod to her
and iuformed her that his master had ordered
him to place his carriage at her disposal. Miss
Thursby hodtated, but the carriage was there,
with two handsome white horses attached, and
finally she entered it with the person attending
same

While sheremainel in Stockholm the
was always at the door

elegant equipage

her disposal. She wont to Copenhagen.
The first evening, as she was ahout to leave
her hotel for the concert room the same horses
and carriage and servant were at the door
awaiting her. She traveled through Sweden
and Norway, and, 6tonping at the principal
cities, found in each the mysterious equipage.
At length she was about to return to Paris, and
but three dats were to pass before she should
quit Scandinavia. Then she received a call
He was the owner of the carriage
from M. X
and the employer of the servant who attended
The matter was explained on his part and
it
her thanks had been expressed. “Mademoiselle,” said he. "will you do me the honor to
become my wife?”
Mile Thursby replied that it would ho itnpossihle, and in explanation said that on leaving her parents she had promised two things
The first was never to sing in a theatre or becomo a member of an opera company, and the
second was that she would not marry any but
The first promise she had kept,
an American.
and the second, notwithstanding the circum“And vnu are
stances, she would not break.
M X. reflected
not an American,” she added.
a moment, an.i then asked, ”Awd if I become
a
American?” “In thit case,” was the rep'y,
“I nap act my own pleasure.” Two days later
M X returned to make his adieux. Said ho.
"To-morrow I depart for the United Statea. I
hope witli the credit at my disposal to b -come
naturalized as an American citizen.
shall then return to Paris to realize the fulfillment of your promise to be my wife.” M.
X. is now in America.
at

Frnmpii.v

[Brooklyn Eagle.]

Warming Up the House.
“This," observed Mr. Miles, as the postman
tumbled down the cellar stairs with a register,
ed letter, “this is what I call hard lines,” and
the worthy gentleman fired a brick into the
furnace and rattled arouud the outside with a
huge poker.
“What’s hard lines? Wbat are you doing?’
asked the postman, handing over his book and
card for signature.
"Trying lo keep those people upstairs warm,”
replied Mr. Miles. “Hello! he continued, as
a bell over bis head began to ring, “there’s that
fellow on the top door again,” and lie opened
and slammed the door, and banged away with
the poker.
“But why don’t you build a fire?” demanded
the postman, lookiug in at the empty furnace.
oment and looked
Mr. Miles desisted for a
over the tops of his glasses in mild indignation.
fuel?” he inquired, as soon as be recovered speech. “Have
yoc any notion what coal costs?” and he
thumped the furnace vigorously- “Build a
the

“Do you know

price

of

fire! Well, I guess not! If they hear me rattling around down here, they think there’s a
big head of steam on, and when I commence
11 heave brcks they all open their wiudows
S e that load of bricks? That's my fuel for
tnis Winter,” and Mr. Miles poured in a couple
of handfuls aud hogan to rake down savagely.
Well, here, sign these anyway,” suggested
the postman
"Wait a minute.” retorted Mr. Miles, as another bell rang. “That’s a shock headed news
He don’t
palter man on the secoud floor.
get enough to eat to keep him warm,” aud
Mr. Miles fetched the furuacesome prodigious
thumps aud slammed in more bricks. “I
plugged up the pipe in his register with carpet
o the cold air couldn’t get
up, and yet he’s
howling around with a chill. D— that top
floor fellow!” he ejiculated as the first bell
tolled once more. “You just rattle the poker,
will you, while I burn some straw in his pipe.
When he smells the smoke he’ll begin to

peel

“What's that other bell?” asked the postman, as another rang violently.
“Somebody's go. company in the parlor,”
replied Mr. Milts. “Hit it a couple of licks
around on the far side. That’s it I Say, you
wouldn't mind raking it a bit, would you,
while I give that barrel a few turns. It’s full
of Slones and u sounds like putting in another
load of coal. Shake her up hard!”
■•Hollo!'* exclaimed the postman. “What’s
that quarreling upstairs?”
“Never mind him,” replied Mr. Miles,
“that’s a friend of mine. He comes here three
times a

day

with

a

eh Orel and

basket and boi-

lers for his money for patting in two hundred
the first of Novem ber. I've done
touB since
him some favors and he helps me out. Don’t
shake any on re, you’ll break the bricks. Now
kick the door a couple of times while I belt
wiin me

poaer.

n w

iuu&y

iui

mo

uwv

nmo w

to be a mild Winter.”
•‘I’ve got to go,” said the postman. “I wish
you’d sign for the letter.”
“Just roll the barrel and fire bricks while I
go up for a pen, “that's a good fellow,” pleaded Mr. Miles, “an 1 if a bell riugs, hammer
around inside the furuace. Don’t be afraid,
there’s no grate there, aud once in a while just
drag that shovel across the floor a couple of
tiin^s and then kick the door. It sounds beautiful up stairs.”
Wlieu the postman left him Mr. Miles
thanked him for his trouble, and the last the
him he was scraping the cold air
postman saw
box with a hoe to give the impression of a tremendous draft.

going

[John Banvard is N. I. Mail.]

Cowper's Hymn.
Cowper’s beauiifal hymn, “God Moves in a
Mysterious Way,” was universally sung in the
recent

memorial services to

our

late President.

By order of Bishop Litthjohn, it formed part
of the service in all the Episcopal churches of
Long Island. No hymn could have been writThere
ten more appropriate for the occasion.
in that composition; every
verse, aye, every couplet and line can furnish
a text for an entire di tcourse. There is some?
is

a

sublime

sermon

thing interesting and pathetic in the origin
and composition of this hymn which is not
generally known, nor have I ever seen it mentioned in the biographies or sketches of the
life of the author. It was told me by an old
clergyman who was woll acquainted with the
circumstance. Cowper, it will be remembered,
a melancholy turn of mind, and his
was of
mind became morbid on the subject of religion.
at
limes he had fiis of insanity. In
In fact,
Loudon, while ruminating on the usefulness of
human life, he was seized with the sudden impulse to destroy himself—to go at once aud
drown himself. Ho ordered a hackney coach
When it arrived he
to be brought to the door.
rushed down stairs and into it without giving
where it was to bo driveu. Waiting
or >ers

little time, the driver asked where be
would like to be taken. “To the Thames.”
The manner aud look iu which these words
were uttered, convinced tbo driver, who appears to have had more than the nsual intelligence of men of his class, that his occupaDt
He drove off, but not to the
was deranged.
rivet where Cowper had ordered him. He
Ftr«
oue
et aud down another fora
drove up
long time while Cowper sit back in his seat in
some

mliioh

pnnvinnurl

thA driv.

that he wis crazy. After a long, roundabout drive he dr >ve up to the poet’s lodgings
and told him he bad arrived “where he was ordered.'1 Cowper descouded from the vehicle,
entered the h use and went to his room. Then
in ids returning consciousness, the truth of the
entire transaction entered his mind, and he
found that he had not seen the river at all, nor
had he drowned himself, as he intended when
he left the chamber, two hours before. In this
He saw the haud of Providence aud immediately composed the hymn,
God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to peif rm.
Which will be sung as long as hymns aro sunS
in religious worship.
cr
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Mexloo-Ouatemala Boundary Dispute.
Washington, Dec. 23.—It is stated that
Minister Montufarof Guatemala, is on a mission to Washington seeking the friendly offices
of the United States in the boundary dispute

Expected from the Missing
before April.
Washington, Deo. 23.—The following was
sent to-day:
Department of State,
1
Washington, D. 0., Deo. 23,1881. j
To Hoffman, St. Petersburg:
Convey the thanks of the President to the
Imperial Government for Its liberal and generous action in advancing the necessary funds to
render assistance to the members of the Jeannette expedition, and inform De Giers that
you are authorized to draw on me to reimburse
that Government if it will kindly inform you
of the amount.

Tho

GUITEAU’S TRIAL.

[Paris Figaro.]
Soon aft'T lier grand success at the Paris
Conservatoire last year, Mile. Emma Thursby,
the American vocalist, renewed her triumphs
In Sweden. While she was singing in Stock-

her.

THE JEANNETTE.

TWENTF-FOOk

HOCUS.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal |
t
Offiobb, Washington, I). O..
Dec. 24, 1 A.M.
,
For New England,
Clearing weather, northerly winds, becoming
variable, stationary or lower temperature
aud higher pressure.
Cautionary signals are ordered from New
York to Eastport.

[special bulletin.]
General rain or snow itas fallen in the lower
Lake region, Middle States and New England,
weather prevails.
hot at this report fair
Northerly winds reported on the lower Lake
Gulf States,
Ohio
Valley,
Tennessee,
regi-.d,
Middle States aud New England; westerly in
the South Atlaut’o States; southerly in the
northwest
Temperature has fallen iD the
Middle States from 15 to 30 degrees, In New
England from 20 to 30 degrees and in the
lower Lake region and South Atlantic States
from 10 to 15 degrees. Warm warm averaying fjom .'SO to 40 degrees abova mean for the
month and moving to the south aud east has
entered Idaho. Montana and Dakota.
Fair weather is indicated for Sunday in New
England, Middle and South Atlantic States.

Testimony to
Prisoner’s Sanity.

More Expert

between Mexico and Guatemala.
A Time-Ball Service to be Adopied.
Prof. Abbe, of the Signal Service, Btates it is
intended to establish a time-ball service
throughout the country, in order that the entire shipping of tho united States may set
their chronometers by Greenwich time. Arrangements for co-ooeratson, which the chief
signal offioer has been making, are now practically complete, and tie Washington, Cambridge, Albany, Allegheney City, St. Louis,
Glasgow, Northfiold, Minn:, (near St. Paul),
Cincinnati, and Yale College observatories, all
of which are now conducting what may be
termed local time services, will, about |the drat
of February, send their daily time signals to
the normal clerk at the office of the chief signal
officer, and in return may receive from him a
standard time signal which they may repeat to
their local customers. After full consideration
Gen. Hazen has determined, as far as practicable that he will encourage the dropping of the
time-balls on the exact hour of Greenwich
time.
The Horological bureau of Winchester observatory, at Yale College, propofes the erection of a time-ball on the Equitable building
in New York, which shall be dropped hourly,
Gen
from suurfse to sunset, Greenwich time.
Hazeu will co-operate at all signal stationsThe general management of the details of
he time service will probably be placed in the
hands of Frank Waldron and Winslow Upton
both of whom have had experience in the
time-serviqp of Boston.
Mr. Frelingrhuy Ben’s Private Secretary.
John Chew of Washington, has been appointed private Secretary to the Secretary of
Slate.
The Postal Telegraph System.
Representative Springer has called upon the
State and post office departments for copies of
ad correspoudencb with foreign governments
system,
on the subject of the postal telegraph
apparently with a view to introducing a bill to
this
in
establish the system
oonntry.
Observing: the Holidays.
All executive departments will be closed on
Monday, December 2Gth, and Monday, December 2d, daring Christmas week, and tobe generally suspended
morrow business will
iu the various departments after 12 o’clock
noon of each day.
Relating to National Banks.
The following circular has just been issued:

the

ANOTHER ADDITION TO THE COUNSEL
FOR DEFENCE.
Washington, Dec. 23.—The court room was
comfortably filled but uot crowded this mornwere in
ing. The fair sex for the first time
a decided minority.
....
Immediately upou opening, Guiteau, without
any show of excitement, said:
it is said that I have been abusing Scoville
Now the fact of the matter is, I want 10 make
Scoville is doing very
a speech about that.
well in this case, considering his theory, but
He is a fine exhe is not a criminal lawyer.
He can tell you all about
aminer of titles.
He is a good fellow
your abstracts of titles.
and a first class examiner of titles, but 1 canhere
compromising mv case.
not have Scoville
There is uo lawyer in the court room but
deknows that he has asked questions for the
fence which have been a personal injury to the
defence. I cannot sit here when my life is at
stake and have him compromise mv case in
this way.
My friend Charles H. lieed, who
at Chicawas for twelve years district attorney
has very kindly
go, and a first class lawyer,
consented to assume charge of the case and I
introduce him to your honorable jury and the
American people. He is a grand tel low. Scoville is a good fellow, too, and I waut him to
continue in the case and help in every way.
Scoville arose to a personal explanation,
stating the difficulties under which he had
labored and his disappointment at not receiving
the assistance he bad expected fr^m certain
Ho asked that the court
eminent counsel.
would pass upon the propriety of Mr Reeu s
assuming the active duties of associate counsel
in the case.
Judge Porter thought it would be entire
out of place for the court to be asked to rule
for the
upon such a proposition, and speaking
prosecution promised no objection to Reed and
counsel
uo criticism of his course in becoming
for the defeuce.
Judgo Cox—I think that is sufficient, I
have privately stated that I saw uo objection
to such a course on Mr. Reed’s part.
Col. Corkhill—It’s absurd to talk about it.
Reed has been assisting all the way through,
and has not been out of sight of the court
room.

Mr

Reed

Corkhill.

(quietly)—That

is

not

Treasurer of the United States, prescribing a method to be followed by national
bauks in making return of average deposits
subject to semi-annual duty. The circular of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, No.
Ml, dated October 8th, 1881, applies only to
bauks other than national banks.
James Gilfillan.
The New Chinese Minister.
Cheng Tsao Ju, the new Chinese Minister to
the United States, successor to Chin Lou Pin,
arrived to-d?y. The Minister was accompanied
rank who
y his wife, the first Chinese lady of
has ever visited this country, and suite of 26
persons, including 11 servants. The entire
legation will live at the Arlington Hotel about
The new minister is about 58 or
three weeks.
60 years of age, and of rather portly build. He
comes of a noble family and most of his life has
been passed in public service.
New England’s Steamboats.
According to the census bulletin there were
in the New England States during the year
ending Dec. 31, 1880, 515 steamers of all classat
es, measuring 120,177 tons, and valued
$8,011,250 By these steamers were carried
during the year 15,577,280 passengers and
2,680.87! ions of freight. Their gross earnings
were $7,918,785 and running expenses $2,691,4<12.
A ..Sensational Rumor.
Washington, Dec. 23.—A private letter
from South America states that rumors are
rife there that the U. S. steamer Alaska has
b-eu fired into, damaging her so seriously that
she had to return to Callao for repairs. The
report is discredited here.

by the

trae, Mr.

Guue.iU— Oh. Corkhill can’t tell the truth
anyway. Mr. Reed has quietly assisted just as
done i»» the interest of
scores of lawyers have

justice.

(rath and

mat

s

wnat we are cere

for.
After some discussion between the counsel
relative to striking oat. certain portions of Dr.
Diamou's testimony,Oorkhill was about to call
a witness when Guiteau broke out excitedly,
"There’s a vast amount of rubbish getting into
this case that has nothing to do with it, I
want to known what all this lias got to do witli
the condition of my mind on the 2d of July.
You can tell what is going on now in that
foreman's mind or Judge Cox’s. How can
you tell wiiat was on mine on the 2d of July?
All this noneseuse about whether I’m insane
five years ago has nothing whatnow or was
with this case.”
ever to do
(Striking the
table and becoming more and more excited,
I
can’t
"It
he continued,)
get justice here I
expect au act of God for my protection. He
has taken away the wife of one of the jurors,
for which I am very sorry, and if necessary he
will take one of those jurors right out of the
box to -ave my life in the interest of truth and

justice.”

Scoville explained in regard to the letter of
Dr. Spitzka, which was opened and commemf
ed upon yesterday by Guiteau. He stated that
ilie letter was addresm d to him (Scovillt ) and
not to the prisoner. He knew it would be commented upon by the prosecution, that Dr.
Spitzka bad written to a man he bad said nnder oath was insane, and be (Scoville) desired
that the court and jury should understand just
how it occurred.
William A. Edward of Brooklyn, testified
that he was a clerk in Mr. Shaw’s office, and
overheard the conversation between his employer and the Drisoner when the latter, as alleged by Sbaw, said he would some day kill
“soae big man as Booth had done.”
The witness was cross-examined by Colonel
lleed. Mr. Shaw had testified that no one was
present when the Booth conversation took
place. The witness was asked, “If Shaw testified that no one was present, aud yon testify
under oath that you were present, which of
yon told the truth?”
Answer—“Why. I have told the trnth. Mr.
Shaw is apt to get excited when upon the
stand.” The witness acknowledged that the
talk of Guiteau about Booth made no impression upon him (the witness)at the time.btcause
he (ttie prisoner) said so many queer things.
He 1 bought at that time that the prisoner was
the last man in the world who would do au act
that would involve any personal danger to
himself (the .prisoner.) The w ituess gave au
account of a fraudulent real estate transaction
which the prisoner attempted to involve him
(witness) in.
niiitauii.

nnaArifllTlY.

Oil

[later.]
Panama, Dec. 23 —The Star and Herald’s

Lima letter of Nov. 30th says:—“The United
Stater ship Alaska has arrived at Valparaiso.
The United States ship Adams is in Callao
and will remain until the Pensacola returns
from her cruise to the north.
Notes.
The United States Supreme court adjourned
yesterday until January 4th.

NEW YORK.
The Tweed Judgment.
New York, Dec. 23.—The counsel for exSheriffs Connor and Reilly, applied to the Su46
preme Court lately to be allowed $81,717
poundage in a judgment recovered against Wm.
toIt
was
decided
M. Tweed for $537,117.38
day it had no jurisdiction and no authority to
tax the bill, as no regular request for taxation
had been made.
Look out for Them.
A messenger this afternoon lost a loan envecontaining
lope from the Bank of Commerce,
tho following stock oertifioatee, wbioh are o.
gotiable: 100 shares Pennsylvania Coal. 2,(XX)
shares Louisville &Nashville, 100 shares Union
Pacific, 500 shares Illinois Central.
Murderers Sentenced.

ttlO

“ridiculous assertions’’ of tlic witness, ana
Sooville attempted to quiet him. Gaiteau replied, “I know what I’m doing. I will take
my chance of getting a laugh on him.”
Col, Reed questioned the witness at some
length, and Guiteau interrupted, saying,
“Why, this whole thing is a lie; my counsel
are taking this matter too seriously. Call it
by the right name, a lie, and let it go.” Finally, he became very impatient at the length of
the cross-examination, and called out petulantly. “Why, this whole thing is a farce; this
fellow ten years ago was clerk in Shaw’s office,
The idea that I
getting about 88 a week.
would consult him on a big real estate transaction. Such a numbskull as litis fellow is!
Why, it is simply absurd, and Judge Cox ought
to kick him off the stand.”
Dr. Spencer A. Talcott, medical superintendent of the Homoeopathic Asylum for tbe Insane at Middletown, N. Y., had treated something over one thousand cases of insanity.
Witness bad closely observed tbe prisoner, and
listened to his testimony on the stand. “Upon
the assumption that be (Guiteau) was telling
the truth iu regard to the transaction, and iu
regard to the events of his life as he described
them, I should say be was sane on the second
of July." Witness also replied, “Assuming to
be true the facts set forth iu the hypothetical
questions, I should say that the prisoner was
saue on tbe second of July."
“How much do you expect to get for that
opiuioti?" “You’ve been here two or three
weeks, and I suppose you’ll want 8500!” striking the table angrily.) “But I don't care a
snap for your expert testimony. I don’t pretend to say that I am insane now any more
than you are, but on tbe second of July and
That’s the
for thirty days prior I was insane.
issue.”
Mr. Davidge—Then if you are sane now you
certainly know how to behave yourself.
Guiteau—I do know how, and I behave just
I appear here as my own
as well as you do.
counsel, Judge Davidge, and I have as much
right to talk as you have. The amount of it is
you have altogethef too much to say on this
You are as bad as a man who is born
case
with the diarrhoea! Now keep quiet.
The court then took a recess.
After recess, Dr. Talcott test:fied he had no
reason to believe the prisoner made anv effort
to play apart when he (witness) visited him iu
jail, but he had thought frequently in court
that the prisoner was exaggerating his tendencies. When asked “what tendencies,” he replied, “To egotism, vanity and ingratitude, as
evidenced by bis remarks to you yesterday.”
Q —Are not these tendencies peculiar to the
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STAR ROUTE CASES.
Several More IndictmentB Quashed.
in the
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 23.—Judge Dundy
U. S. Cuurt to-day granted a motion to quash
of
the indictment for procuring false reports
mail arrival that were found against Corbin,
DeadEddiugs and Clary in the Sidney and
the
wood line star route cases, but sustained
and two
main indictment charging conspiracy
to cover the
new indictments have been found
be
defeots in the first aud a trial is expected to
month.
held at Lincoln next

this noon by wreckers
anchor off Castle Hill. A steam
pump will keep her free until a steam tug
goes to her assistance. The expense of ge ting
her off amounts to about $400.
Steamer Burned to the Water’s Edge
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 23.—The steamer
Grauser of the Charleston and Santee Line,
took firo this evening while on her way to
this city, and was burned to the water’s edge,
together with a valuable cargo. Two colored
hauled off

at

POOR FOOL.

passengers are missing.

The

Maes.

ouiiu ni

shows a decrease of five routes, of 2,182 miles
aud of §134,054. In annual coat the "Star”
service shows an increase of 409 routes; decrease of 3,949 routes and of $364,144 iu annual
cost. Tlie cost of the “Star” service for 1881,
cent, in
was $957,355, a decrease of 4 97-100 per
cost as compared with the amount expended
during the year 1881;
The appropri ition for the year ending June
13
80th. 1882, is $7,900,000, being $942,647, or
55-100 per cent in excess of the oost of the serfor
estimate
the
It is thought
vice for 1881
the “Star” service can be safely places at $7,250 000 a desrease of $650,000 from the approthan the rate
priation for 1882—$292,645 more
of expendiiure June 30, 1881.
for new
made
is
estimate
Iu this
provision
service that inay be petitioned for and established after due investigation. Looking to the
requirements of the sections interested aud
Elmer
postal facilities now furnished, General
made reducing
says that had no orders been
been
have
the “3tar” service, there would
needed at the rate of past increases about $9,000,000 for 1882.

A Machine Vessel in Trouble.
Newport, R. I Dec. 23.—Brig Tally Ho of
East Machias, Maine, which went ashore near
Bateman’s Beach, four weeks ago, while on
the way in ballast from Wood’s Holo to New

|

No Tidings

Postmaster-General

Denies a Jealous

Husband’s Request.
Washington, Dec. 23.—A country postmast<1
a day or two
er wrote he Postmaster-Gener
wife dropped a letter
ago, saying: ‘‘A man’s
to auothei man. The
m this office addressed
Shall I
husband suspects something wrong.
The postmaster
him?”
deliver the letter to
oould not get
was instructed that the hnsband
the letter In that way.

Frelinghcyskn,
Secretary of Stale.

(Signed)

The revolt is spreading and the
emperor has neither requisite meaus nor presto
tige suppress it.
Foreign Notes.
The corrected list of victims of the King
theatre tire in Vienna gives the total as 449.
A Naples despatch says that during the last
few days the eruption of Mount Vesuvius has

UaliforniM

To Hon. Frederick T.

Frelinghuysca, Secretary

of State, Washington, O. C :
I have jast received the following telegram
from my correspondent at St. Petersburg concerning the Jeannette party:—Gen. Igusiieff
has given orders to send two new expeditious
from Yakutka in search of the shipwrecked

and has directed that every available
On the
means be employed to find boat No. 2.
of
25th
September, as has already been stated,
Melville and ten men were met by tbe three
Yakuts. The Yakuts are good naiured Nomads, very skilful iu caring for disorders and
maladies caused by cold. The parly could not
have falleu into better hands. It must be remembered, however, that from Barohoi, where
they were discovered, to Yakmsk the distance
is 2000 versts, or 1400 miles, with no regular
At least twenty days are
means of transport.
required to get ihere, but as those who went to
three
the rescue started
days ago the time necessary to find the party and bring item to Yakutsk will he about two months. Nor should
it De forgotten that although the wheieabouts
of Melville and his party is pretty well known
that of De Long, who are sent forward by
Meudemao and Noras out of his nartv of thirteen, is uot known, and that for the succoring
expedition to reach him will take a long time
The
over a couutrv where there are no roads.
distance from Yakutsk to Irkutsk is 2818 versts
or 1900 miles, with hampered postal facilities,
which will require at least fifteen days to transport twenty-tour persons. The Governor of
Yaku'sk, Gen. Tcheruaiff, will receive instructions of tbe Government and orders for fresh
expeditions iu eight days by courier extraordinary travelling 250 miles per day. There will
be no further news then from the Jeannette
party themselves in less than three months, as
the telegraph wire does not extend bryoud Irkutsk, and from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg will
crew,

»

“‘'..v..

v.».v

Our quotations
and jobbing lots

*12
ton; Fish
giporgie°8°crap,
35o t» bucket.

I3v,

Provision*.

potatoes5 25@5 601 Mesa Beef.. 11 00@11 60
16al7
i Ex Mesa..12 25(0.12 60
Turkeys..
13216 ! Plate.13 60@13 75
Chickens.....
Fowl..-..—
10212V5* I Ex Plate..14 00@14 25
2 7® 28
I Port—
Eggs.
mens,# bbl. 3 00^3 25 j Backs.. 21 00@21 25
.20 00 a>20 26
Clear
Grn berries, fJ- bbl
Mess.19 26@19 60
Maine OOOfciooO1
Capo Cod.l 1 00&12 00}:Hrnae.13^@12
Hound Hoga— 8@ 9
Tiugar.
Lara.
Granulated. 9%'
Extra C.
9Vk Tab, 4* ft.... 12 @12%
I1Tioroo?, lb *>.3134(gl2
Frufr
Sweet

Pall.12»i@13Va
RemcH.

3 65
Valencia
lOiglO^ Pea.
Medinuas.3 60@3 66
Turkish Prunes.7
.2
Yellow Eyes.
65@2 75
ihrunges
Bustier.
Palerraos fc>bs-6 b<>@8 00
°0
Creamery.32@35
vfessiua.P'box 0 orvso
Valencia $><■»«»♦ 6 6C@7 60 Gilt EdgeVerniont32@36
3 00 Choice
.Jamaica $>100..
22@26
3 9 a 21
Good.
Lemons.
vtesain k
....4 60@4 76 Store—.16@17
4 00
^'Arn;-:f.3
Cbeeae.
Malaga....3 00.23 26 Maine.12 -4 @14
Nuts
| Vermont... .121/4@’4
rff Y Factory.l2V4@14
Peanuts—
Wilmington.l 60@2 001 Skims. 7%@ 8

50f

Apple**.
..2 75@3 00
Per bhl..
Cooking.1 26@1 60
Evaporated.16@17
Dried Western....6%@7
I
do Eastern.... 6%@7

Early Rose, F

bush:—
..90® 96
Houltou...
Maine Central. .85@ 95
@80
Grand Trunk.
@86
Proliflcs, Eastern

Grand Trunk...

The Newark Trouble.
Newark, D«c. 23 —Another warrant forged
by Auditor Palmer, which was discovered toPalmer is better'today, was for over $8,000.
day. Mayor Fiedler has left town in pursuit
of information concerning the financial disturbance. The comptroller's clerk. Hall, has
The city employ es iu
not been discovered yet.
the police and fire departments will not be
paid at the close of the month, because of the
vacancy in the auditor’s and treasurer’s offices,
but will probably be provided for next mouth.
City Auditor Frederick A. Palmer has adAlderman Theberath,
a
letter to
dressed
chairman of the finance committee of the
Common Council, exonerating lawyer Frank
B. Allen from all complicity with him.
The Columbus Defalcation.

Columbus, O., Dec. 23.—The board of public
works, in their investigation of the accounts of
Assistant Secretary Fred W. Newberger, to-

discovered additional forgeries on the
The Board will order an
treasury for $3,600.
expert examination.

day

Dry OomIm Wholesale Market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Sfcorer Bros. A Go., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 152 Middle street:
The

UNBLEACHED

of Palliament

Withdraws from the Land League.
A

PLUCKY FEMALE MEMBER.

The English Bribery Cases.
London, Dec. 23—A memorial, signed by
44,000 members, including tbirty-two peers and
seventy-five members of the Commons, asking
lor a remission of the remainder of the sentences passed on persons convicted of bribery
in the Sandwich and Macelrsfieid elections,
was to-day presented to Sir Wot. Harconrt,
Home Secretary.
London Bankers on the Silver Question.
At a meeting of bankers and merchants yesterday a resolution was pass-d in favor of the
formation of an association to consider the rehiailitation of silver. Harks Gibbs, one of the
directors of the Bank of Eugland, was chosen
President of the council.
Ireland’s Affairs.
Dublin, Dec. 23.—The police seized 300 coof
the
United
Ireland, dated Dec. 24th, in
pies
various parts of the country haviug a Dublin
imnrint.

The resolution recently passed by a Cork corporation in favor of tiie release of imprisoned
suspects was forwarded to 300 public bodies in
Ireland, bat was adopted by only seven.
Wm. Shaw, member of Parliament for Cork
county, bas addressed a letter to the secretary
of the Home Rule League at Dublin, giving
bis reasons for withdrawing from the mo ubership of the League He Bays the time is inopportune for the discussion of the ques ion of
home rule. The League, as now constituted,
is unfitted to move with any effect. Of the
two parties comprising the League, one remains loyal to the original programme,—that
of securing self-government by constitutional
moans.
The other declares tiie country has
outgrown that programme, which declaration,
as explained from America, means that the
foundation bas beeu firmly laid for the Irish
republic. Shaw says lie is uuable to belong to
an association
with such aims, but expresses
the opinion that the union, as it exists, lias not
fulfilled its promises. The only solution of the
Irish difficulty will be a measure of federalism
with whiob, he maintains, leading statesmen
will be prepared to deal in a generous manner
when the state of public feeling pormits the
question to be approached.
A Plucky Female Land Leaguer.
Castletown, Dec. 23.—Miss Reynolds, of
the Ladies’ Laud League, charged with aiding
and abetting a criminal conspiracy to preveut
the payment of rent, was ordered either to find
ball to keep the peace for six months or to undergo one mouth’s imprisonment. She refused
to give bail and went to jail.
An Arab Tribe Defeated.
Tunis, Dec. 23.—Gen. Logerot defeated an
Arab tribe near Matiua with severe loss after
an obstinate and prolonged resistance.
No Chinese for New South WaleeSvdney, N. S. W., Dec. 23.—Lord Augustas
Loftus, Governor of New South Wales, inclosing the Parliament said the law restricting the
influx of Chinese into the col- ny iiaU attained
its object without injury to the Chinese residents or without prejudice to the commercial
interests of the colony.
Revolt In Tangier.
Madrid. Dec 23. A despatch from Tangier
to the Imperialist
says:—Thetroops despatched
by the Emperor of Morocco to capture Chief
Bon Amena have joined the latter in proclaim—

COTTONS.

Heavy 86
Med.

Light
Fine

in. 7%@ 8% : Fine 7-4.14@17
86 in. 6Va@ 7%|Fine8-4.18a22
Fine 9-4.22 @26
36 in. 6
@ 6
'Fine 10-4....27%@32%
40 in. 7%» 9
BLEACHED

Best 36 in 11 %
Med. 36 in.. 8
iight36in.. 6
Fine 42 in. .10
Fine 5-4....11

Tickings,

*

COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.16
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.26
@30*
Fine 10-4 ..27%@32%
TICKINGS, BTC.
Drills....
8@ 9
8
@18
Corset-leans.... 7
Satteens. 8® 9%
@14
Cambrics.
6@ 6%
@10

Best.16
Medium... 11
Light...... 8
Denims.12ya@l6% Silesias.10@20
Ducks-Brown 9
@12 I Cotton Flannels. 7 «)16
Fancy 12%@16% (Twine & Warps 18@28%
.11% @13
Batting—Best.
•'
Good... 8%^1 %

FOREIGN.

An Irish Member

@86
@86
small

faeksons.
The aoove. prices are fnr car Lots of Potatoes;
lits about 6c higher.

Fresh Beef Market.

Foreign Import*.
ST JOHN,NB. Schr Julia S-100,000 ft boards
to Mark P Emery.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Oornmer’l to G
W Trurt&Co.
_

im

Market.
PORTLAND Dec.

23.

following quotation* of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
Commercial street:

Chicago-Wheat--Com—
rime. .Ian.
Feb.
Jan. May.
9.37 .125%
9.60..126%
10.31 .126%
11.31. 126%

126%
127%
12 %
126%
126%

1.02.126%

« %
60%
60%

60%
6<>%

b

—»

Boston Stock

iVAn/ihnra

Mr

Exchange),

Sheep— receipts 1000 head ;8hipments
steady; common to medium at 2 90i§3
choice 4 0, @4 40; extra 6 00®6 60.

stocks

were

reoeived

Middle and Kx-

ohange Streeter

Opming,
Boston Land. 7%
WaterPower..
6Vs
22
Flint & Pere Marquette common
0. S. & lev. 7s..
Hartford & Erie 7s. 66
A. T. 4S.F. 92
Boston & Maine.148%
(J. s. & Olev. 26
■.

Eastern. 35
Flint S Fere Marquette preferred. 93%
L. K. & Ft. Smith. 60%
Mavqcette, Houghton St Ont.
....
16%
Summit Branch
Denver 6i Kio Grande. 67%
Northern Pacific preferred. 72
Common. 34

Closing
7%
6Vs
22
66%
92%
148
26
36

93%
60
64

..

ilouer Market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Deo. 23—Everting. Money loaned

detrween 6 and 4 on call and closed at 6: prime tuerantile paper at 6 n7. Exchange weak at 479% for
long and 483% for short. Governments are steady
State bonds dull. Kailroad
and % lowo for 4s.
bonds are moderately active.
the transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 660.0'i0 share".
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Governnien tree nr i ties:
United States 6s, ex.100%
United States 6’a ext. ..102%
United Stales new, 4% s, reg. 114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
Unite States new, 4's, reg.117%
United States new, 4’s, coup.118%
Pacific 6’s of 96.126

ollowlngare

quotations of BtockB:
Chicago & Alton.129
Ohicag' A Alton preferred. 140
,,.136%
C. B. Quincy—.
*1%
Erie.
Erie preferred. 90
Illinois Central.129%
Lake Store...116%
The

the closing

to
at

1000 head
40, good to

OmuiK ifiurheia.
<Bv Telegraph.!
York. Dec 23 Rver.lng.- Flour inarkft
rather more doing export with
aud
favor
in buyers
a

light local trade demand.

Receipts ot Flour lb.682 bbls: export*- bblf;
-ale* 10,100 bbls; Nn 2 at 3 00a4 26; Superfine
ext.
Western and State 3 90®5 OO.commou to good
WesWestern and State 4 85 ®6 Oo; good to choioe
WTm.
>
choice
t
common
00
10a9
6
ter- extra at
do at, 8 30
Whe.t Western extra 7 26® 8 25:fancy
26
a9 00. common to good extra Ohio at 6 u>®8 *
CMhuU 0
5
at
common to choice extra St. Lotus
"hoioe
tt
8
0
>£8
at
60;
extra
Patent Minnesota
bbb
d table extra at 8 60® 9 00 Including 2800
25;
3
2
at
No
bbls
:280o
00@4
—®—
extra
itv Mill
4 86
900 Superfine 3 90@6 00, 1200 bbls low extra
»5 40; 4100 bbls Winter Wheat extra 6 OOaO “O;
itoutberi.
6700 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 90S9 OO:
flour unchanged; common to fair extra 6 65f®6 7U
good to choice do at 6 76®8 00. Wheal—receints
24 000 bush exDO't* 67,7«0 bnsh: unsettled, opendeclined
ing %@V4o hieh'er, advance lost and
with
closing strong at shade over yesterday’s prices
p
rather more export trade and good business in
birh
2s2.u*'0
inmudius
bush,
tions.sales 2,428,000
No 3 do
on the spot: ungraded Spring at 96c®l 40;
4 do 1 2oM>
1 23 ungraded Red 1 21V4®1 42; No
40 new,
No 3 do at 1 36Vi: No 2 Red at 1 39V.@l
at 1 40®
Whitt
for
old; ungraded
1 4'iMi® 1 41 Vi
O bush 1 38Vi
1 40; No 2 do 1 36V4 No 1 do, 23,0<
Cara is
IS! 1 38Mi. Rye steady. Ba ley is strong. a moderate
Mi®lc higher, closing very strong with
in
business
a
fair
options; r
export inquiry and
sales 80-',ceipt* 6826 bush, exports 69,081 bush;
at
on
ungraded
spot,
000 bush, Inoluding 202,000
c
67Vi®70c: No 3 at «i;^4@68c; No 2 at t>8V4@7 at
2
for
No
January
new and old; No 2 White 74c;
»4@
B8S/i@«9V4c, closing at 69V,c. February at
71Vic closing 71V4o. March at 72Vi@ 2%. closing
at 72%c May at 74V«@74Mic, closing at 74Vic.
8oO
(Sals a shaoe better, closing strong; receipts
bush; sales 2»1.<)00 busu; No 3
bush" exports
2
No
new,
at^48Mig
at 47Vic. White do 49c;
White
49VSC old: White do at 49Vi:No 1 at 4«%c.
60
White
do
do at 61o; Mixed Western 47Va@60c.
White do 6la52Vi,
®62Vio: Mixed State 49@60c:
at
for
Januarv
2
48V4a
including 76,000 bush No
48»/sc; 85,000 do February at 48vsio49c. staaar
steady; fair to good refining at 7Vs; refined steady;
White t»x 0 8VS u8V4; Yellow do a' 7 Vfc®Kc. Confectioners A at 9VS; crushed at 9%e; powdered 9VS
aPVS: granulated at 9V4c; standard A at 8-Vi(a/8 vs;
iHalaaees—Foreign aud and nomi
cubes 9VjO.
nai New Orleans firm and active. GOO bbls at cota
G6c fair to fancy. Petroleum lower: united 82%.
Tallow is steady; sales 76,000 ihs 7% @ <. Port*
dull 176 old mess on spot 16 76; new mess 17 75;
old mess for December 17 00; do January at 16 75
®17 00; new for February at 17 25 17 60. I.ar«>
unsettled; opened strongs declined 6^7Vs, closing
with more strength; sales 37otcs of prime steam
20:175 city steam at 11 06;
on spot at 11
refined for Continent quoted 1140. Bunn— State
Then* firm.
at
Western
12(®40c.
18@4uc;
steam 3.
freights to Liverpool firmer;

trifle^

7;

—

jBVhc

Wheat is
Chicago. Dec. 23. Flour unchange
higher; No 2 Chicago Soring 1 25Va cash and De1
for
February
26%
cember; 1 25% for January;
1 27%@1 27% for March;No 3 at \ 1 L%; rejected
80;a84c. Com is firm; regular 0%c; gi t edge at
61% cash; 60%c for January;60%c for February.
66:a<66V8C for May; rejected at 68%(g6*%c. oais
at 44c
43%c for Januarv: 43%@43%o for
February; 46% c May. Rye is *easier 9t>%. Barley
ogs firmer 6 8uia
easier at 1 03@1 04. Dressed
6 95. Port lower; old at 16 25:new 16 26 ash and
for December; 16 46;® 16 47% for January ,|16 6\u*
Lard
16 62% February; 16 82%@18 86 March.
is lower at 10 8 %@10 86 cash: 10 85 ®10 87%
11
1 %
for
February;
for Januarv; 11 00@11 02%
11 17% for March, imlk Meats easier, shoulder*
95.
8
clear
6 00 short rfh* 8 70;Hb<*rt
v" At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
firmer. Corn tinner but i.ot higher. Oats firmer and
advanced Vsc. Po’k moderately active and higher
16 87%
at 16 49% for .January: lrt 67% for Feb;
(6116 95 for March. Lard is strong and higher at
O 82% dm i-iecemoer; xu o tra unuutuy,
11 22% March
Receipts 13.000 bbls flour, 47,000 bush whea.
120 0C0 bush corn, 102,000 bush oats. 11,000 buat
rvo 44,000 bush barley.
■ihiumonts-1 200 bbls dour, 31 000 bush wheat,
74 000 bush corn, 48.000 bnsh oats. 600 bnsi
rvo. 12,000 bnsh barley
Flour ouier. Wheat opened
ST LOUIS, llee. 23
higher bat afterwards declined; No 2 Red Fall ,.t
I 82% for cash; I 33% for January; 1 87 for
February; 1 88%for March 1 41% May;No 3 do at
I 25.
voro is higher at 63%c for cash: 64%■■ for
January: 6'%o for Februarv; 86 o March. 08% for
lower at 4 %o for cash and January,
Oats
May.
4, s/iC February. Fork quiet at 16 56 for Janu.rv,
16 75 February. Lard in good demand 10 9J.

CORRESPOND BBT.

Sch« Surprise and Sea Flower
ter fishing.

wheat,
Reoeipts 6,000 oms Uuur 19,utm
12 0O0 bush corn, 16,000 bush oats, 1,000 bust
ye 20 0O0 bush barley.
Shipmente-10,000 bbls flour, 23,000 bnsh wheat
95,0i 0 bush corn, 4,000 bnsh oats, 2.000 bus!
Barley. 1.000 busb rye.
Detroit. Dec. 23 —Wheat quiet and steady; cash
at 1 33%; 1 3 % for January; 1 35% February;
1 38 for March; 1 39% April; l 41 May.
Receipts 10,000; shipments 2000 bush.
New i’ORK, Deo. 23.—Cotton inactive; Middling
uplands 12o.
New Orleans, Deo. 23.—Cotton quiet: Middling
uplands 11%",
MOBILE, Deo. 23.—Cotton is quiet; Middling upat

ll%@ll%o.

Savannah. Dec.
uplands 11 5-16o.

23.-Cotton is

quiet; Middling

Memphis, Dec. 23.—Cotton is dull: Middling uplands at ll%o.
_

fitting

UIEIIORANDA.

Ship Union, Barstow, from Shields for Carizal.
put into Portsmouth K, 23d inst, through stress of
weather and decks swept. She has lost boat, sails

and yards, damaged house and hatches.
Ship F'orida. from San Francisco for Antwerp,
before reported at Valparaiso in distress was found
to be only slightly damaged, some of the covering
The prin
boards being started and pumps choked.
cipal expense wouid be in discharging and relcading
Cargo.

000; futures

steady.

and lost anchor.
Brig Tal y Ho, of East Macbias. from Wood’s
Hole for New York, in ballast, which went ashore
on Bateman’s Beach a few weeks ago, was hauled
oft* 23d and ar ebored off Castle Hill. A steam pump
keeps her free.
Sch will am Todd. Wood, from Calais for Nlork.
with laths i» ashore on the rocks at tb« upper end
of Blackwell's Island
ying In a very bad position
lnd in danger of breaking in two. She is comply cay out of water forward.
Srh Willie Smith was run into and bad mainboom
broken while :t anchor in this harbor 23d.

Providence.
PASCAGOULA-Ar 15th, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl

...

.,

wood, Greenport.
CHARLESTON—Ar 19th, sch Charles H Kelley,
Chase, New York.
Ar 22d. sch Etta M Barter. Barter. Rockport.
WILMINGTON—Ar 22d, brig Eugene Dale. HillCld

Navassa.
20th, sch

citv, Dec. 22, by Rev. D. W. LeLacbeur.
Liivitt and Miss Eve.iua Allen, both of

In this eity, Deo. 22, by Rev. C. A. Dickinson.
Chas H. Bucknam and Miss Lillie W. Morrill, both
of Portland.
In Knightville. Dec. 20. by Rev. Parker Jaques.
Ja- K. Turner and Miss Nellie C. Bradford, both of

r_

.11_

r»_410

nln

Man

Wm Doming, Hodgkins, for Basse-

20th, sch Lanra E Messer,
Gregory. Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, brig Jennie Morton, Gamage Norfolk.
Cld 21st, sch Frank Harrington, Kent, Boston,
(and sailed.)
Cld 22d sebs Silver Sprav, Hall, Savannah; Arthur Burton Coombs, Wilmington. NC.
PHI LA DELPHI A-Cld 2d. sch Brave, Bennett,
Wilmington NC.
Cld 22d. sch Kate Wentworth. Cox, Clenfuegos.
NEW YORK Ar 22d ship David CrockeU. An
de’rson, San Francisco 112 davs; brig Woodbury
Brown Bangor: sebs Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls. Sackvl<le. NB; Enterprise. Robinson. Gloucester: Carrie L Hlx Hix Viualbaven: Wm To id Wood. Cal
ais (ashore): Swallow, Brewster, Eastport; Jennie
Greenbank Snow. Rockland for Richmond; Reno
Ackley Portland: S .1 Lindsev. Rockland; Eagle
Robbins, Rockport; w I> Cargill, do: Veto. Stevrns.
_

rlourylvfar

of .1. C aud E H. Mo an age.1 2 years 2 mouilis
I Funeral this Saturday afternoou, at 2 o’clock, at
No 81 Free street.
In West Buxton. Dec. 17, Mrs. Cynthia 0. Towns
end aged 54 years 6 months.
In HarpswelL, Dec. 14, Albert L. Sinnett, aged 9
rears 8 months.
In Bath, Dec. 22, Emma Louise, wifo of Chas. H.
Wakefield, aged 23 years 9 months.

MAXI.INO DAVS OF STKAMStUlFS*.
FBOM

FOB

Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool—Dec

Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Dec

Scandinavian.Portlaud.. .Glasgow.Deo
Pee
Uityof Berlin.New York..Liverpool
Dec
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool-Dec
..Ian
Git. Washington..:New York. Havana
Deo
City of Paris.New York..Liverpool
—

—

Oityof Brussels....Now fork..Liverpool.. .Dec
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg —Deo
Moravian.Portland—Liverpool... Deo

23
23
24
24
24
28
29
29
29
29
30
30
31

Colon.New York.-Aspinwall—Deo
Saratoga.New York Havana.Deo
Uermanie.New York. Liverpool... .Deo 31
Accapuloo.New York .Panama..lau 10
Niagara

.New York..Havana.Ian

Newport.New York..Havana.dan

Gallia.New York..Liverpool—dan

Peruvian.Boston.Liverpool.Ian
City of Alexandria New York..Havana.Jau
Republic.New York..Liverpool..,.dan
Circassian.Portland.. ..Liverpool-Jan

4
4
4
6
5
5
13

MINIATURE ALMANAC.DECEMBER 24.
Sunrises.7.35 I High water, (P «).. 1.52
9.01
Sun sets.4 26 I Moon sets.

MARINE

JSTjEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, Deo. 23.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Nicola, Rhodes, Boston.
Sob Julia 3, (Br) McIntyre, St John, NB-lnmher
to M P * mery.
Sod Elisabeth M Smltb, Spurllng, Cape Shore,—
30,000 H» fresh flsb.
Sch O M oillmore. Humphrey, St George.
Sob Fleetwing, Johnson. Calais for Newburyport.
Sehs Starlight, and Ernest T Lee, from Calais lor
New fork.
Sch Sainl Hart, Holbrook, Tsnant’s Harbor via
Boothbay in tow of tug Chas A Warren, to dock for

repairs.

BIT USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Lorn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; Is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying In each bottlo.

C&Lous

anu

A
LURF IS GUAR ANTE E/>.~J&
For sale by nil Druexiet*.
Price AH cent..
Try it and you will be oouvluced iiL«- thousand*
who ire used It and now testify to its value.
ft>k for Nt'hloiierbrt k’k Csro and Wtr*
Solvent and tub*- «* a«b«-r.
sndtf
nr>v23

If you

send for

paint

abon* to

are

of colors of

sample card

Liquid Asbestos Paints,

Johns

TO

—

WHIPPLE &

W. W

CO.,

41 Market Nqunre. Portland,
Agents for tlie sale of Oennim- Asbcatos

Roof l*:iints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings. Sieam Racking, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.

-v.

indtf

oc4

THE MERCANTILE AGENCY
EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.
81 Mi Exchange Street,.Portland, Me.
No. 1 Broad Street,. Baiyook, Mr.

Sarah Wooster. Wentworth Wood’s
Tbomaston;
Hole: Sami Fsh, Teel, Fall River; Vandalis, Alley
and Telumah, Bennett, Newpoit; Judge Low, Hamilton. Pawtucket.
Ar 23d brig O B Stillman Race Montevideo; sch

JONES, Manager.

T. FRANK

The only Agency having two fully equipped office
in Maine. The o dest established in the
wurld, viz.: iu

PORTLAND 1868

NEW YORK 1841.
—

WITH

—

Eighty-six Branch and Associate Offices.

Our Reference

Book,

and ratings of nearly 8CKV
O00 Merchants, Ma ufacturers. Bankers and Traders
is issued
Provinces
in the United states a d
promptly January, match, .Inly and September.

containing

the

names

Our Detailed

Reports,

whiob our reference book ratings are based, giving full particulars as to each individual’s nwa- a
and character, have bean th -roughly freahe ed
through personal examination and Investimation by
our Traveling Reporters and are i«niver»ally acknowledged to be of the most complete and reliable

on

character.

Collection of Debts

—

x,

thronghout the United States and Canadas has been
a specialty of this Agency for years.

T. FR INK JOSES, MAXAttER.

decl 2

isu

eod.f_

TURNER BROS.’
EXHIBITION

Jennie A Jtuhbs. Stubbs Cape Hayti.
Cld 22d brigs Wm Robertson. Delano, Rarbadoes:
Tenerifle. Tracy. Havana; scb Rookie E Yates. Har
ris Pori Spain; Leonora. Bonsav, Jacksonville.
PROVIDENCE— Ar 22d, sobs Maud Webster,
f’hinman Bncksnort; Medford. Hall, Bangor for
Pawtucket: America Truworthy, New York; Lucy
Ames Bishop. Pawtucket.
Sid 23d. sebs Charlotte Buck, Smith, and Daniel

-OF-

New York.

PAWTUCKET—Ar 22d,

sch S M

Tyler, Hart.

22d. FCbs George & Albert. Hall,
^Ne'wpORT—ArYork;
Adrianna. Dunton, Gardi-

Camden for New
ner for do; July Fourth, Wood, Bangor fot New
London.
SKI scb Vandalia, Alley. New York.
WOOD’S HOLE—Sid 21st. barque Geneva. Hask. 11. Pensacola; sch Sarah Wooster, Wentworth, for

Wednesday, Dec. 7.

_

York*

Ar 21st, brig Castslia.
Jackson, Raiunc ib for Portland; sch Lizzie Smith,

VINEYARD-HAVEN

—

uye.. Salem for Virginia.
Sid 21st schs Wm Todd, Hattie L Curtis, Eastern
Belle Adrianna. and George Albert.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sebs Annie Gus. Johnson,Weehawken; B D prince. Greenlaw, Rockport.
Below. sch Lizzie Carr.
Cld 23d, sch John H Converse,Leighton, for Porto
1

GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, sch L T Whitmore, from
Ray View for Washington; Paragon, Elwell, Boston for astpnrt.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, sebs Spartan. Hndgd in.
Baltimore: Oliver Dyor, Emerson, Philadelphia;
UeoUillman. Randall, Machias.
C A LA IS—Ar 30th, sch Sarah; Louise, Hlckcy,
Portland.
MILLBRIDGE—Ar 20th, sch Anaconda, Stront,
Portland.
B ATH—Sid 21st. ship Parker M Whitmore, (new,
2205 tons) Patten, for New York, to load for.San

488 db 490
Street.

Congress

mVV.Th&steodtf

dcc7

Foster’s

Dy<v House,

13 PREBLE STREET.
Pressman

Tailor’s

Employed.

_

Francisco.

FOREIGN FORTH.

Con

At Hong Kong 21st inst. barque Ceylon, Hallett,
for Slianghae and New York.
Sid fm Batavia Oot 31st, barque Escort, Waterhouse. for Tagal.
Ar at Cocouada Nov 3, barque Spartan, Crossley,
Zanzibar
Ar at Valparaiso Nov 15th, ship Reporter, Ward,
from New York tor Portland. O. (and sailed.1
At Laguna 3d inst. barque Granada. Hoiisdon, for
New York; brig Lahaioa. Foster, for do, ready.
Ar at Aux Cayes Nov 26, brig Wm Ytason.Adams.
n aays, ana sanea xor aqum, to
Wilmington
load for Cnited States.
3d inst, sch Hattie A White,
au
Prince
At at Port
Griswold, Wilnii gion, NO.
27.
sch Melrose, Lufkin, for
.lereroie
Nov
Sid fm
Cape Hayti. to load for Boston.
13th
Ja.
At Kingston,
inst, sch Edw A DeHart,
IJodgdon. fron Charleston, ar 12th, unc.
schs
at
NB,
Hanger, Melvin, PortAr
St.John.
land; Kate Wilson, lieed. Kocklaud. NB. for Boston
Lottie
B.
Cosman, Rockland.
Cld 21st, sch

SPOKEN.
3. lat 2 S, Ion 2 * W, ship Annie H Smith,
from
Bartlett,
Philadelphia for New Tacoma.
Nov

,

Pant* and Ve-t* C'leanaed
Every Day.

--9-

Dyed

or

«

or
Narqiirn, C'lonU*. Mhn wl., A c.
D,ed. KU ni.vi.ClrauHd Ererj But.
sn-ndtf
oc7

GRAND OPENING
HOLIDAY GOODS.
Monday, December 5th.
We shall exhibit a choice stock of Holiday goods
consi-ting of a thousand and ono pretty and inexpensive, useful and fancy articles for presents for
adults and

children, not

an

from former years, but all

old stock carried

new

and fresh

over

goods.

Articles for children to pnrehaso in great, variety.
Prices from

FINA NCIAL.

one

cent

upwards.

All aro cordially invited to look at these goods
whether they purchase or not.

Vve.sAo'c^^.e.tvtvSAjo. J. M. DYER & CO..
511 Congress Street.
_eorftf
_0
'8><vsv\wf%.
elect!

Chicago, III.

INVESTMENTS!
have choice municipal nud *chool
W
also
HONDOof Western »t »ie« for
6 per cent Par ■ rust t'erlificatcs
purcti***era «*f the same.
Bai king in all branches. Collections made with
immediate advice of payment or reason given for
hi* ago
aiM are
«

decG-eodtfebl5

oreign Exchange.

Western Bonds
furnished regarding

regarding
lers o'

liiigaiiou aud sales.

buyer* aud sel-

Also

TO THE LADIES.
Preparatory to moving I will offer at
cost my entire stock of Millinery and
Fancy Goods, comprising a full line of
Ribbons, Feathers. Feather B..nds and
Flowers, Hats »nd Bonnets in all shades
and styles, Web and Ribbon Velvets,
Silks, Satins and Plushes or all shades.
Buck and While Laces of all kinds, real
and imitation. All Colors in Veilings,
Fancy Woods of all kinds, too numerous
to mention.
Will continue the Bale for thirty dayt.
B. Positively at oost.
Mrs. J- DRYDEN,
COR. CONGRESS AND CASCO ST.
d“

decl4

same.

JOHN V. ZEBEEV & CO..
II Kroail S«.,(Dre«l H'lililins,) New Vert.
auglfi
_m.vrfedro

CHRISMS

Woodbury & Moulton
Exchange Sts.,

Fine Driving Harness
Nothing would please him

ruent8 for trust funds
on

hand.

Correspondence

at the head of Portland street, has
a good stock to select from

Invest*

constantly
solicit

Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Poston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges
ed.

NEAT, STYLISH & DURABLE
HARNESSES friceY
_dl""

deo23

Stockbridge’s

eodtf

r«ov3

more.

Jsis. G.illcGEAIJ FEIN

Bny and sell first-class State, City,
Town mill Unilrnml Bonds.

ajf NEW YEARS.

make him a i> resent of a

U'Iit not

Cor. Middle &
nJ/vvitn,!

sooodtECJa

Corns*

Cure Your

^ALEXANDRIA—Sid

Webster, Smith

y

S

-0F-

Galveston
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 17th, barque Palo Alto,
Griffin. Aransaa Pa«a
0*d 2l8t, brig Ellen II Munroo, Whitaker, Wilmington NC.
MOBILE -Cld 22d, sch J D Robinson, Glover.
Boston.
CEDAR KEYS-Ar 17th. sch Brigadier, Whitney,
Coatzacnaicoe.
PENSACOLA—Ar 15th, sch Seth M Todd. Nor-

man.

gas.

<*250-

CO., Agents,

MARKET SQUARE.

21

DOTIEATIC PORTS.
RAN FRANCISCO—Sid 20th, ship Agenor, Loth rop, Antwerp.
Old 22d. ships J B Walker, Wallace, Liverpool;
W R (trace. Black, do.
COLUM BIA RIVER—Ar 21st inst, ship Reporter,
Ward New York for Portland, ().
GALVESTON—Sid 17th,sch S P Hitchcock,Reed,

Information

In this
Alverdo

oct3

—

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, HISSUE HI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

harkiaces.

clearer, softer, steadier light than

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Barque Hannah McLoon. Keene which arrived at
Charleston 17th from Philadelphia, broke windlass

fi

By Telegraph.'
London, Dec. 23 —Consols at 991-16.
Livbrpoo. ,Dec. 23 12.30P. M.-Cotton mars ft
—fair business. Uplands 0 ll-10d; Orleans 6 13
16d; sales 10, 00 bales; speculation and eaport 1,-

a

IfKST.

AN

TOPS
Kp mire llmt you 4!«*t
JL It, PRATT’S* CSRMVIMK.

for win-

Notes—Sch Seventy-Six. of Thomaston, 108 tons,
built in 1884, is being rebuilt by Dunn & Elliott at
Thorna-ton.
Sch Cassia Jameson. 400 tons, built at Thomaston
in 1874. has been sold to Kilman & Loud of Boston
for $18,000.
Sob Se* Foam, of Plymouth, 70 tons, has been
purchased by Capt S P I'ooper an * others of North
She will be employed in the fishHav n at $3500
ing business and Capt Cooper will command her.

nou-payment.

tv uroprau .flaruru.

Furnishes

....

are

ousn

...

68%
71 %
34%
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Dec. 23. i
Douglas Mining Company.
1%
Franklin Extension. 16
Twin Lead
.:.26g32
40
...
Mill on
Deer Isle Mining Company.33@)34o
New York Block nod

l.pni)

fair

OKATIIH

MrtnHnn /mnmlutri rtf thn

of

>

go<*i

43%
43%
43%

66

66%
66%
66%
66%

comer

Olio.

Cape Elizabeth.
In Casco, Deo. 22, by Rev. I. H. Libby. Cyrus C.
Mavbejry. Esq., of Lynn, Mass., and Georgia N.
Nicols «f Casco.

Mtork Market.
ha

..i..'.......’u

Jan.

^-Oats—>

Receipt* of Maine Central.
Portland, Dec. 23.
For Portland, cars 32 miscellaneous merchandise,
••or contesting roads 86 cars, miscellaneous merchandise

quotations ol

r%f\nt\ i.

Active and 10 higher ;exports at 0 4«KgT- 00;
choice shipping at 5 4 (®6 90; common to

.v

The f< blowing

40.

20@6

IAFEHT

LUBEC. Dec 20—Sch Virginia. Ackley, from Calais with ground plaster for New York, is ash jre on
Long Point, near Cutler. The bull and cargo will be
a tolal loss; sails, rigging, chains, and anchor.-, may
be saved if the weaiber continues moderate. The
others of
Virginia was owned bv Staples & Son, and
Lnbec. Isaac Wilder of Cutler, and .Ted Frye & Co
on
of
an
insurance
§2000
York.
There
is
of New
vessel and §1200 on repairs.
now
.J
repairs
Dinsuiore.
undergoing
Sch Nellie
for
her**, has been chartered to load at St .John. NB.
18 cts
a port North side of Cuba with box shocks at
and long lumber at §8.
The sebr Martha Nichols has completed repairs
and is reloading cargo.

OIL.

ASTRAL

PRATT’S

M

Portland.

The

157

(By Telegraph.)

head
CHICAGO, Deo. 23.—Hogs Keceipts 18,000
prime
shipments 23n0; good demand m inly for
■> "
r>
at
strong
mixed
packing
heavy and choice,
all 10. light.,® 1 Oc higher at 6 80®id 2 J. heavy ai

lands

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dret sed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Hinds. 7% @11
Sl ice. 6% @9
Fores.6Va@7 iKattLs. 6 @ 6
Backs.6 @8
j Rounds. 6 @7
Rumps. 10@12 I Loins.10 @18
Rump Loins.10 @16

Gr

*9; Liver do $9,

Chicago 1,1 vr block market.

..

..

do

Livers

I'OHIIOCS.

The Hanian-Boyd Match.
London, Dec. 23.— Articles were signet] last
night ou behalf of Haulan, for a match with
Boyd on the Tyne, April 3d, for £500 a side.

an

__

..

SPORTING.

command

^Boneiess

the stock market in Philadelphia
be in a semi panic.
A Texas special states 'hat Stewart, a noto
rious train robber, incendiary and bank robber
was airested at
Houston, Thursday. The detectives have been looking for Stewart for sevHe will be taken to Kansas City,
en years.
where there are ten indictments against him.

Tennessee...1 45,gl 76
rf<ffilOc
Caftana^ ft».
Walnut*
12Mj@16c
Filberts
12^ a 16c
11
Pecan
l2W'®16o

Dec. 23.
prices for fare lots,
advance on our tlg-

ENDING

wholesale

lb for
and preoared fish 4ya@yj5c
Hake and Cusk to 5Va@8 for best codfish. Snioketf
Scaled
Salmon
Smoked
18c;
10
lb.
Halibut at
%c ^
Herring 18c ^ box; No 1 at 16c; tucks 13c. BloatJp hundred.
ers 7* *c
Mackerel unchanged: stock light and held at $18
for is. $» 1 for 2s, and S-> for 3s in straight lots.
We quote steak Cod
Market Fish—Lii tie doing
cwt marker do *1*4, and 81 foroiher fish.
$1%
hundred
Frozen Herring—81%
lb for
Fresh Halibut—Last sales 14%(gliyac
white and grav.
at
Codfish
at
$8@7;
Trout $14 Jp bbl; Swordfish
$6 Haddock at $3%, Halibut Heads $3ya, Haliat
and
Tongues
$4%,
Napes
but Fins $9 bbl, Fins
$8. Tongues and Sounds at $10: Alewives at $8®
$3%; Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; $20 tor s;
California do at $16.
Pure Medicine Oil at 80c & gal, crude do at 80c;
Black fish Oil 66c; Cod do 36c; Shore do at 33c;Por-

reported, ami
is reported to

Virginia—1 75^2 001

are

,,

—

Arrival of the Special Envoy at Panama
Panama, Dec. 15— W. II. Tresoott aud
Walker Blaine arrived per steamer Colon,
from New York, and sailed for Callao ou-theafternoon of the 13th iiist., on board ot U. S. 8.
Lackawanna. While here they were exceedingly reticent as to the nature of their mission.
Intelligence reached them here of the death of
Gen. Kilpatrick, Minister of the United States
in Chili.

f

84*4
$4a$4Vs for medium; dry cured Bank at $4%{a$5
for large and 83% for medium. Shore rodtfsb,
pickled cured, $5 for large and 84 for medium.
Bay trawl $4%<a$5 for large; N. S. Shore $6Va^
8«f Newfoundland $6%.at
$3%a$37/8 now held
Cusk—We quote sales
at 84, Haddock 83; Hake in active demand $2*’4
at
$2% (ft$3; English do $3%
held at $3; Pollock

financial and commercial

THE CHILIAN IMBROGLIO.

'*Va

Codfish—We So%®»<5 pqtl for large
"ueorges for
medium;Bank $4%@8^* for large ai.d
and

The failure of W. P. Comptliss and D. S.
Thompson, stock brokers, of Philadelphia, is

Mnsc’tl RaiPins2 76@3 401
London Layers3 10 23 161

"J*

Cilonce.ter Fi.b market.
FOB THE WEEK

J

A Cashier Seventy Years Old Absconds
with a Large Amount.
Florence,Italy,Dec. 23.—The cashier of the
large banking house of Feuzi & Co has absconded, being a defaulter to the amount of
2,000,000 lires. Ha is 71 years old and lias
been 40 ye irs in the employ of the firm. He
has been (•peculating on the Paris B tnr.se, paying his losses with secureties deposited ?u the
bank. He has just been arrested in a village
It is hoped about 750,000 lires
near Florence.
in Indian rentes will be recovered.

4*.
]%

Sierra Nevada.
''ye
Onion Con. 14%
fellow Jacket ..

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Rye,

tbt-

7%

Ophir.
Savage

A Stir in Financial Circles.
Montreal, Dec. 23.—The excitement over
the Government bank circular continues and a
strong remonstrance will be got up against fnr
uishing the names of note endorsers.
Heavy Rains.
Ottawa, Dee. 23.—Heavy and nearly constant rains have been tailing for several days,
the last twenty-four
an d particularly during
iionrs. The streams are very high and rising.
Montreal News
Montreal, Dec. 23 —The stock market was
excited this afternoon and a further fall in
prices took place.
A Pullman car condnctor was caught to-day
by custom officert in the act of bringing in
tickets for the company without entering for
duty. They were confiscated.
The general superintendent of the Pullman
Company lias arrived hero from the west and
denies emphatically that auy smuggling has
been carried on.

8 2r @8 60
Winter best
Produce.

are

••••

THE DOMINION.

...

79%

Best & Belcher
Bodie.
Con. Virginia.
...
Eureka
ould A Carry.
Hale A Nororose.
Mexican.
Northern B»lle.

in difficulties. Some French credit establishments lose heavily. Oue is now reported to the
extent of £100,000
Grenville Murray, the journalist, and author
of "The Member for Paris,” is dead in Paris.

FROM OUR

N locks.

(By Telegraph,)

All the prisoners confined in the jail at Hernauao, miss., escapea inursaay until'.. Aiuoug
the Dumber tvas Ed Nelma, colored, under
sentence of death for the assassination of Rufus Armished.
The very heavy rain Wednesday night in
'f
|
Petersburg, Va., appears to have been general
idly as possible. They will probably boa' St.
throughout the State, extending far Deyoud
Petersburg by April aud in New York by May.
All the streams
the North Carolina line.
This is all the information I have received to
were greatly swollen yesterday.
date.
The case of Will Vance, charged with instilu case the Government should wish to communicate directly wi'h the Jeannette, I beg to
gating the Marioo, Miss., riot, is progressing at
Merideu quietly.
say Gen. Auoutcuine, Governor of Eastern Siberia, is now in St. Petersburg, but that his
The jewelry seized by the Montreal customs
'P
his
Is
Gen.
absence
representative during
officers from Patterson, of Boston, has been
dashenski, with whom you can correspond di- confiscated and Patterson allowed to leave
rect.
In case any farther news is received I
Montreal without being prosecuted.
shall at once inform you.
Bartolomit, Russian minister to the United
James Gordon Bennett.
States at Washington, will, in January, sail
for Earope. It is not likely he will return.
WEST INDIES.
The Reading, Pa., Medical Aid Association
deny they ever contemplated insuring Guitean's life, and that the letter is a hoax.
St. Domingo Exercised Over an AmerChicago is excited over the small pox cases
ican Man-Of-War.
reported on the steamer Westphalia, just arin Now York, it having been reported
rived
St. Domingo, Dec. 23.—The news that a
the patients on board were bouud west.
United States war steamer will survey Santana
Bay has caused excitement to such a degree
that the authorities hare prepared two war
schooners, the Thunder and Capaielloto watch
the American man-of-war.
A Revolution at Santiago.
A revolutionary movement has broke oat at
Pnrlinnii Daily Wholesale .Warbel.
Santiago aud Picsideut Merino has started
Portland, Dec. 23.
there with 500 men.
Yaa following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
23.—An
Dec.
Port Au Prince,
alarming
Jrain. Provisions. Ik.
revolution is reported to have brokeu out at
drain.
Flour.
Jererni, Aux Uayesand Saint Marc President
Superfine...... 6 76®H 26 H. M. Corn,
Solomon witli a strong force landed at Saint
77
car lota
Sxtra Spring. .6 6’ >tg6 76
Marc and quelled the rising there, after 150
<
66
7 25c«7 75 Oats,
IX Spring
Tiie
both sides.
00
dackeOtBran
men bad been killed on
Patent
00@24
Spring
Mida..
27 00
Wheats.8 50®9 25
government bouse was sacked aud other houses
lot
32
60
WinCotton
Seed,car
President Solomon lias returnMichigan
were burned.
ter best..
7 50@7 65
bag lots 36 00
ed to Port au Prince to obtain reinforcements.
80
Corn,bag lota..
Common
77
Michigan.-..7 0027 25 Meal,
50
4i. Louis WinOata,
AN AGED SINNER.
26 00
7 60:27 76 Bran,
ter
(air
28'*)
Winter good. 7 75 a 8 00 Hula,
vo>nv

timing

fie following
8A5 Fba5C13C0, D. c. 23
rlosing quotations of Miniug stocks to-day:

nette:

Paris, Dec. 23.

???,

Rock Island ..
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred
Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Co.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Peerless, Orne. Boston—E O Willard.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant, Macblas-N Blake.
<1
M Porter. .Johnson, Calais—master.
Sch
Sch II Curtis, Curtis. Deer isle—master.
Reh

New York Central..

assumed larger proportions.
The failure of a large mercantile house engaged in the indigo trade at Bordeaux is widely rumored with heavy liabilities.
A large French house in the India trade is

The State Department has just received t'*e
following despatch from James Gordon Bennett with regard to the survivors of the Jean-

wares.

Assistant Postmaster-General’s Report.
Washington, Dec. 23.—In the annual report
of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
the cost of mail transportation for tbe year
ended June 30th, is summarized as follows:
Foi 1,194 railroad routes, aggregating 9,569
miles, $11,613,368; for 126 steambort routes,
for 10,272
aggregating 21,138 miles, $753,167;
other routes, known as the “Star” routes, agTotal cost,
gr gating 231,299 miles. $6,957,350.
$19,423,890. As compared with the last annual
increase
shows
an
service
railroad
the
statement
of 76 routes, of 6,249 miles, and of $1,114,382.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Between Troops and Smugglers.
Dallas, Dec. 23. —A combat between twenty smugglers nud the custom guards assisted by
th» cavalry, occurre 1 iu Mexico.
Lieuteuaut
Mez r commanding .he cavalry, a corporal and
The smuggler) es*
one private were killed.
capeil with considerable booty Into Texas.

ton oar]

Abstract of

MEXICO.
Battle

con

POSTAL SERVICE.

the cour t ad-

Verdict Against the Boston and Albany
Railroad.
Boston, Dec. 23 —Mary L. Parker to-day
recovered $13,OfX) iu a suit against the B istou
&‘Albany Railroad Couipauy for $30,000 lor
injuries received by the sudden starting of a
train from which she was alighting at Newton,

tl ott

Personal.

MARINE NEWS.

now

in

Among the callers on Pi esident Arthur today was Mr. Wm. Thompson of Maine.

tean.

was

nri.o

The discovery by a Williamsburg veterinary
surgeon of the prevalence of a strange disease
place has atamong milch cows in that
tracted considerable attention. The sale of
milk from the sick cows has been prohibited,
and the surgeon of the board of health is pre15
are
paring a report on the subject. There
cows affected with the malady. The animals
have been properly quarantined.
Defrauding the Revenue.
The United States Distriot Attorney to-day
began a suit against Edwin F. Hyatt, for the
recovery of $11,950 for neglect to affix stamps

Witness detailed at great length the results
of his examinations and interviews with Gui-

and is

oowon

The Elevated Railroad Suits.
In the suit of Noah Content, brought to
compel the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad
Company and the Central Trust Company by
mandamus, to issue to him certificates for 300
shares of the former’s stock, with »a ten per
cent, dividend guaranty, the general term of
the Supreme Cnurt gave a decision late this
afternoon, sustaining the decision of Judge
Lawrence and denying the application fora
writ. The plaintiff, in retnrn for certificates
bearing a ten per cent, guaranty dividend was
offered certificates bearing only six per cent.,
last agreement entered
as provided for in the
into by the elevated railroad companies to settle existing difficulties.
j- ccldent to the Flagship Tennessee.
The flagship Tennessee was floated out of
Brooklyn dry dock yesterday and anchored in
tlie bay, where she was run into in the fog by
the steamer VVesiern Star, which struck the
Tennesset amidships and cat her dowa to the
water’s edge. Sb6 had to be keeled over to
stop the water from flowing in. The departthe Tennessee for Aspinwatl was set
ure of
for Tuesday next. The frigate has returned
iuto the dry dock to repair damages, and will
not be ready for sea for several weeks.
A strange Disease Among Milch Cows.

it.”

York,

Xf olT

prison for 15 years, for killing his wife.
Be' nard (Jarney was sentenced to prison for
three years for killing his brother.

A.—Not especially peculiar either to sane or
insane. They may be seen in either case.
Giving entire credence to everything the
prisoner had said when on the stand, witness
would still believe him sane.
Dr. Henry P. Stearns, of Hartford, Conn.,
Superintendent of the Hartford Retreat for
the Insane, was the next witness. From 800
to 1000 cases of iusauity had come under his
supervision during the eight years he had been
connected with the Retreat. Witness h d
made four examinations of the prisoner at the
jail directed to his physical and mental condition.
Goitean interrupted, saying:—"You camo to
me, Doctor, as a friend, and I supposing you
were going tt
testify for the defence talked
very freely with you about my religious feo'about
all
and
myself, butCorkhill’s money
ings
I waut to say here that
was too touch for you.
I pretend that I am po mure insane at this
wou’t say Corkhill,
is—I
than
minute
Davidge
lor I think he is cracked—but I rest my case
right Oil this claim, that I was insane on the
2d of July when my inspiration and state of
my mind mind impelled me upou the President. To make it very short that’s all there is
to it. I don’t care what these exports say about
my sanity now, that’s got nothing to do with

Pending his cross-examination
journed until to-morrow.

lng

Join them.

telegraph!

by

Michigan Central...
New Jersey Central.. Jj*
Northwestern.ton8
Northwestern preferred. J38W

a holy war against the French. They subsequently defeated the tribes who refused to

WASHINGTON.
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Cleared*

MUSIC STORE.

MUNICIPAL
-AMD

Christmas

Nove'tios, New

'■v

Musio and Books,

\

Music Racks, Music Rolls aud Folios, Toy InstruHarmonicas meZithers,
ments Orguineites,
Mu
tures of Mu-iciaus, Gift Books in tine binding-,
sical Instruments aud Merchandise.

—

\

Railway Bonds 156 Exchange St.,
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

STO O KLS
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New Tork
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL HANSON,
octS

194

Middle

Near
dec 14

City

Building.
d2w*

Associated Charities

Street.

eodtf

Particular Notice.
Our citizens are earnestly requested to tend the
of every person applying to th*-m for charity
to the Secretary. By so doing they will aid the person whose name they send. Persons wanting waeh*
ing done, snow shoveled, wood sawed, or other com
mon labor will help the cause by applying to the
Secretary. Address simply, Secretary Associated
name

®B
Portland City,
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
R.
Maine Cer tral R.
Consol,
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort.,
®s
h astern Car Trust,
os
Jackson Landing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
R.
R.
Guaranteed by Michigan Central
Dayton ai Michigan R K.,
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R,
6s
No. P-cific R R. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
and Coupon,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds,

Z8

Registered

—
-FOR HALE BY

SWAN &

BARRETT,

188 Middle 8t., Portland, Me.

C. S. Called Bonds cashed.

novlO

eodtt

Charities. City Building.
dec20

d2m

cod

Jersey milk.
an addition to my b.rd of Jtriejs
in fi.rui.-b a law ill ra fau ilUs wit*
delivered «vsry morning, u«milk,
puroJers.y
up sir
gay. tueluded. 1 bar. al o S'.Voet Corn put Wood
me.
Addretj, V. H. Souls,
pr.ssly tor family
ford’a.
uot21 eod t mar 1

Having made

I

am

prepar. d

s
--

JU,

.'■! IUJ .I

TTTO PEtESS.

«

slty.
auburn, Willard Small A Co,
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddelord,
••

B. G. Irenmson.
Gnmmriand Mills, F. A. VerriU.
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Pteei*ort, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Go.
Gorham. J. Dish.
Pallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, O. £.. Jndkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noves.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Kocklaad, O. 0. Andrews.
Sabattue, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office,
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick*

Brunswick,

dent Arthur, with members of the Cabinet
and a select few of the Senators, Represents*
tives, officers of the army and navy and noted
oitizens. The diplomats were out in force, Old
Hyson and Young Bohea of China wearinS
their silks, satins and furs, while the other
gentlemen were in evening dress, with their
decorations of knighthood in their button
The ladies present, especially those
holes.
connected with the legations, wore in full
evening dress, and some of the toilettes were
superb, while diamonds llashed on every hand.
in the
A beautiful collation was served
dining-room. When Mr. Blaine escorted

CITY AND VICINITY.

President Arthur to the table he handed him
glass of punch saying, “Mr. President, I
drink to the success of your administration!’’
“And I, in return,” remarked tho President,
“drink to the su ccess of yours.” This reminded a
present of an incident at tho

ADVEBTISEMKNTS TO-DAY.

NEW

Thursday Mr. Blaine turned over the DeMr. Frelingpartment of State to his successor,
huysen, and in the evening be invited the

hommic, assisted by Mrs. Blaine, Miss Gail
Hamilton Dodge, Miss Alice Blaine and MrsAmong the guests were PresiJohn Davis.

Ttiomaston, S. Delano.
Ftualhayen, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. BUss.
VTaterville. J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset. Gibbs A Bundle**
Woodford’s Corner. H. Moody.
Yarmouth, 0. E. Coombs.

a

ENTE RTAINMENTS.
Cify Hall— Hut-hiuson family.

Gilbert’!*—Dancing Aca-

emy.

City Hall Stoddard loctu e.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

gentleman

Yorktowu celebration.

Merry -o.
Co©—5.

*H.

I. N Ison &
Hawes—1.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Children—Eastman Bros. Bancroft.
Brrj.08418—Geo. Thom.
Mark down—Stud ley.

that
A large variety, from $20 to
Music Boxes.
875; also, boxes with bells and zither accompaniments, at Hawes’ Music store, 177 Middle
street.
...»
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Foster Laced Kid Gloves make useful HoliYou can find them at H. I.
Presents.
Nelson & Go. ’s.

day

Soft and Stiff Hats at cost.

Coe.

The New Firm.
Messrs. Guppy Kinsman & A'den, successors to F. T. Meaher & Co., are now ready to
receive the public.
They have a full line
of physicians’ specialties in original packages
a specialty
of physicians’
and will make
presetiptions. Imported aud domestic drugs,
fancy goods in many varieties, novelties fresh
from the matropollis, the finest and best line
^cf foreign cigars ever opened in the city selling
You should
from ten cente to one dollar each
all see them as they are a beautiful sight and
look very tempting as they lay in the case. All
of the old stock will be sold at cost to make
room for new goods.
Mr. Alberts

will have full charge of the
prescription department with plenty of comde20eod3t
petent clerks as assistants.
Scotch Caps, i)0c 8100, 81.25 Merry, Hatter
Christmas Gloves, Mitts, Gloves,

Merry.

Best 82.00 Hats, New—Merry, Hatter.

Trimmings,

all kinds, Merry, Hatter.

Fur Collars, Muffs, Caps, Merry, Hatter.
Lace Fichus, Lace Ties, Mull Ties and
Fichus in great variety, at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.

Forty Years' Experience of an Oldrse. Xu
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cares
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By
it rests the mother.
a

gentlemen

were

one

long.”

Brief Jottings.
A merry Christmas to all.
Very heavy h igh tides in the harbor yester-

day.

TT_Til_*

Fcr

A few

night of tho bi-centennial, a
hundred years thence, when President Arthur
remarked, “One of your great-grandchildren
will be President then, Mr. Blaine!” “Ab!’
replied the Secretary, “I don't propose to wait

speaking

Co—5.

giving

health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents n

dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.
Scotch

Caps imported, only 73c.

Coe.

Beautiful Worsted Goods, hand-made, for
Christmas Presents, at H. I. Nelson & Co.'s.
Side by side with the old family clock on the
mantle shelf place a boitleof Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam. You will need it the
coming months.

w

aeiuivi vv

The churches will be beautifully decorated
with Christmas emblems to-morrow.
T’hsa rihvornmAnt

nfliPAR will hfl

flloSflfl Mon-

day, that day being a holiday. The banks
will also be closed.
There will be a special Christmas service by
the Plymouth Sunday school to-morrow evening in tho church.
The Hook and Ladder boys had a delightful
party at Cong less Hall last night. There was
a large attendance.
The next danco to bo given by the Portland
Fraternity at City Hall Monday evening should
call forth a large and brilliant party. Chandler will

provide the

music

as

usual.

There will be a Christmas concert at Pine
street church to-morrow evening at 7 o'clock.
A reading room will be established in a corner of the Second Parish vestry.
We have received the Franklin News, a very
neat little paper published in the interest of
the High school, by John Fox and Orville

Riggs.
The subject of Rev. Mr. Alger’s sermon at
Park street church to-morrow will be “The
revelations of humanity in Christ,” and in the
evening “The uses and oangers of looking
back”—a sermon for the old year.
Rev. Richard B. Thurston, of Saybrook,
Conn., will preach at State street church tomorrow

morning and address

the

Sunday

school in the evening.
The usual Sabbath school concert will be
given at Pine street church at 7 o’clock Sun-

day evening.
A poor Irishman was arrested last night for
stealing a goose. Under certain circumstances
we could have wished he had secured his prize.
Rev. Ur. Flanders, of Boston, will preach at

Congress Square church to-morrow morning on
“A sermon for Christmas” and in the evening
on “The scientific basis of immortality.”
The Tourists arc

stopping

at

the

Preble

House.

Raining yesterday morning with

a

rapid fal1

in the mercury at 10 a. in., followed by squalls
of sleet and snow. Mercury 44° at sunrise, 34°
at noon, 30° at sunset: wind northeast and
north.
There was

a sharp advance of two cents yesyellow metal sheathing, nails and

terday, on
yellow metal bolts.

great boom iu quinine. The drug
has gone up sixty cents in a fortnight and still
There is

rising.

a

of Chestnut street
Christmas sermon tochurch, will preach
morrow
forenoon, and the choir will render
Rf.v

Dr.

McKeown
a

Coe.

Fur Trimming 25c per yard.
Opera Glasses of best
ture at reasonable prices.

French

manufac-

Owen, Moore & Co.

de21d4t

For children, buy one of those 20 cent Silk
Handkerchiefs at H. I. Kelson & Co.'s.
of Ladies’, GeutieWallets, Parses and

Very fine
men’s and Children’s
Card Cases at

assortment

Owen, Moore & Co.’s-

de21d4t

Children’s Books at very low prices in the
basement department.
dec21d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.

Coe, the Hatter.

Fur Caps only $1.00.

Cloths Wringer for a Cln istUniversal” of
mas present buy the "Improved
de23d2t.
Kendall & Whitney.
If you wish

a

Choice line cf Linen, Silk and Lace Handkerchiefs at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.
300 New Neck Ties for men and boys will be
offered to-day at 47 cents.
de23d2t
Owen,

Moore & Co.

Buy the Pendulem Family Scale of Kendall
dec22d4t
fc Whitney.
Vkltet and Plush Frames, an elegant assortment, at reasonable prices.
de21d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.
Bead Owen, Moore & Co.’s new advertiseand govern yourself accordingly.
d2t
de23

ment

_

Life's

Conundrum.
When judiciously used, Burdock Blood
Bitters arc in themselves a remedy for all the
evils arising from imparities of the blood,
which never fail to make the patient long-lived
and happy. Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.
dlw
dolO
a.

_

Gentlemen’s Traveling or Dressing Cases
fitted up to order at prices ranging from $3 to

$25.
Owen, Moore & Co.

de21d4t

The Markets.
...«r

ipob

a

\\aA

notr

frtP t.h«

Ofltlnt.PU

and very wet in the mornman. It
ing, and the failure of the farmers to bring in
tbeir poultry enabled the wholesale dealers to
work off a large stock they had on hand. The
was warm

stiffening of the weather later in the day stiffened prices a little, and some good poultry was
noticeable: better than that offered at Thanks-

giving,

but not

so

good

Turkeys brought 23

as

is

generally

seen.

25 cents, chickens
18 to 20. ducks 25, Bremen grese 30, geese
20 to 25, fowls 15, quails S3 50 a dozen, grouse
$1.75. beef 20 to 25 per pound, beefsteak 20
to 28. spare-rib 14, tripe 14. Kentucky mat
ton 18, lamb 15 to 18, ham 15, breakfast bacon
IS. celery 15 cams a bunch, cranberries 15
cents a quart, Providence river oysters 35, Virginia 30, New York 75. clams 15, scallops 35,
pickerel 12 cents a pound, lobster 10, chicken
halibut 17.
Many of the provision store windows were
to

very handsomely decorated.
Falmouth.
Arrangements have beeu made for a lecture
conrte and concert daring the coming winter.
Rev. F. E Clark, Mr. W. S. Nevens of the
Boston Herald, Judge Goddard, Hon. W. W.

Thomas, Jr., and Itov, C. A. Dickinson are to
lecture in the order named. January 5th, the
Schubert Quartette will give a concert, assisted
by Miss Clara Merrill, soprano; Mrs. C. HPratt, alto; Miss Bertie Webb, violinist, and
Miss Alice Knight accompanist. The First
Parish Sunday School aro to have a Sunday
school concert in their chapel, next Sunday
evenin;, and a Christmas Tree, with Santa
Clans, in the same place the following (Monday) evening.
A siDging school is already in progress here,
conducted by Mr. C. H. Buxton of Cumberland Centre.
Coe, the Hatter.
If you wish to see a well arranged stock of
hats, caps, furs of all descriptions, &*., just
desire
step into 197 Middle street. Should you
topnrehaso any of the above goods you can
i*!y on getting a fust class article, and what
Mr. Coe telle you about it can be depended npon, for he represents to his customers JnBt
what his goods will bear and no more.

music.
F. E. Clark will preach at Williston
church on the “Plans of salvation and its relations to Christmas Day.’’
The New Jerusalem Sabbath school will celebrate its ChriBtmas at 12 o’clock to-morrow.
At St. Paul’s the children will have a Christand carols to-night at 8.30, and tomas tree

appropriate
Rev.

morjow

afternoon

the

sacrament of baptism

will be administered.
It grew cold very fast last night under the
influence of the strong north wind.

Mrs. Ada
street choir.

Personal.
Cary Sturgis is to sing in

State

Miss Irish, so long connected with the Regisof Probate's office, and so satisfactorily has
tendered her resignation. We hope it will not
be accepted, but a vacation tendered her with
full pay, for she deserves it.
W. G. Wyatt, president of the Quebec Cen-

ter

tral, is at the Falmouth.
A gentleman,
Phillips Acadegraduate
my and of Harvard College, who has had
charge of the High school at Shrewsbury,
Mass has accepted the position in our High
a

of

Bchool, left vacant by Mr. Choate.
E. T. Burrowes of this city, received the first
prize, a bronze medal, for improved wire
screens, at the American Institute Exhibition,
just closed in New York.
Judge Gray is a very tall man, fully 0 feet 9
inches, and is solidly built and of good proportions. Physically he is a “stalwart.” Of about
the same stature, and, if anything, of a little
heavier build, is the popular rector of tbe
Trinity church of Boston, the Rev. Phillip8
Brooks.
Upon a European tour the two
traveled for a time together, and visited,
among other places, Norway. It is one of the
anecdotes of the tour that the unread Norwegians took themv to be, in physique, sample
Americans, and thus were more powerfully
impressed than before of the dignity of tbo

great republic beyond the

Hymn—Adeste

The Beautiful Blue Danube.

Mr. Blaine's Farewell Party.

members of the diplomatic corps to his hospitable home in Fifteenth street, Washington,
that he might introduce them to the new
near the
Secretary of State. Mr. Blaine stood
his
drawing room, where he
entrance to
received his guests with his accustomed bon-

dellerson’s Bookstore.
Uridgton, Daniel Dlokens.

AUCTION SALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS

_NEW

F, O. BAII.ET A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Prooessieual maroh..._
Mast in B. flat.Schubert

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 24
THfii PtUSSB
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. 0.
Kesaemlcn, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armsir
-g, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
A Maine Depot, and
Kob.1t Costello,
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Omsbolm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
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seas.

The Lewiston Journal learns that “at the
coming State encampment of the G. A. R.,
Post Beale, No. 12, of Bangor, will present for
the office of Department Commander for the
ensuing year, the name of Col. Augustus B.
Far imam, the present popular postmaster of
Bangor, and a past Post Commandor ol Pos*
Beale. Col. Faruham has a brilliant record of
gallant service, still carrying in his lung, a
rebel bullet that kept him on the verge of
death far months. He entered the Bervico in
the 2d Maine regiment and was promoted successively to lieutenant and captain; then joined the lGth Maine as major, was promoted to
lieutenant-colonel and the command of the
regiment.” The selection of Col. Farnham
would be an excellent choice, a deserved compliment to him and a credit to the Grand

Army.
Little Corinne, the child actress, appeared
before Mayur Grace, at City Hall, New York,
yesterday, and presented her application for
permission to sing in oporettas, at matinees,
but not to dance. After hearing her coanscl
and her reputed mother, Mrs. Flaherty, Mayor
Grace granted the request.

John L. Stoddard
hashee3h. While there is no
of liis illustrated lectures,
dreaming. Merely to follow
Mr.

stores in town dealing in such goods wo know
of none containing a better assortment than

Methodist Ministers’ Meeting.
At the Methodist ministers’ meeting in
Chestnut church vestry a very earnest, searching paper was road by Rev. D. W. LeLacheur,
on Death-bed Repentance, the discussion of
which brought out the fact that while God has
power to forgive the sinner at any tiuuo the
conduct of a vast majority of those who professed to find salvation on what they thought
was their death-bed, left little hope that the
professed change bad taken place. Next Mon-

day morning Rev. X. A. Corey of Gorham will
give a review of "The Problem of Human
Life.”

Bmediction.
O’Salutarls
..

Mr.

Ergo.Wiegand
Wengel is organist.

him in his vivid

CONGBESS STREET.

church
will be suitable to the season. Special musical preparations have been made and an interesting and

leads the way.
Last night’s dream was of the Danube, its
cities, cathedrals, convents, castles, old and
new; its wild, weird legends, and its grand
historic memories. The dream just bordered
the
upon nightmare once or twice; when near
head waters of the river the wild huntress;
started forth from forest depths, and vanished

profitable time

The services at

give place

to

After Passau

expected.

State street and First Parish organists will
not decide on their programmes until to-night.
At High street, so far, only Williams’ anthem, “And there were Shepherds” and Miss
Hattie L. Adams’ hymn have be en decided on
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

to

THE TOURISTS.

to

came, but in the form of the weapons of concealed men-at-arms, by whom the pirates were
exterminated, their leader being thrown into
the river with an iron necklace on, “after

which,” said voice in the dream, “no more
was seen of him.”
Soon the boulevards of Vienna came insight,
and refreshments, after much difficulty in
fiuding seats, were to be had in one of its four
hundred sumptuous cafes, first introduced into
a

Europe from Turkey by the Austrians. Sud"
deuly, with the whimsicality of dreams, the
figure of Marcus Aurelius stood forth in tho
midst of the modern fashionables, and the Roman, looking abroad on the city where he died,
heard to exclaim: “The cafe has replaced
forum.”
Presently loomed up the cathedral with its

was

m.v

1

__a

_•
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W. A. Meatayer’s company appeared at
New Portland Theatre last evening in their
extravaganza of “The Tourists in a Pullman
Palace Car,” before a good sized audience.
The company was equal if not superior to the
one which appeared here last winter, and the
There have
was substantially the same.

play

been some changes, principally in the singing.
Mestayer as Faro Jack was very good and MrLong as Paul Garnett, the bashful boy and
as
the Italian musician was amusing.
Miss Florence D. Kellogg takes the place of
Miss Carrie Swain, and has a finer voice, although the song and dance specialties of tho
iatter were m'ssed. Miss Maggie Chambers
filled the part of the ancient miss, Anatasia
Campbell most acceptably. Messrs. William
and Thomas Daly as conductor and porter
The singing was all
created plenty of fun.
very fine and each selection was heartily enBetween the first and second acts,
cored.
Prof. Miller, leader of the orchestra, gave a
violin solo, “The Barnyard,” in which he presented nearly every domestic animal in existence to the audience.
The company will appear again this evening
and at a matinee this afternoon.

later

THE STRATEGISTS,

_

One of the last entertainments given at the
Fluent’s
old Portland Theatre, located in
Block, was the Strategists, a farcical comedy,
introduced to the public by Clinton Hall, an
The piece itself was good and
excellent actor

placed there to keep the Turks from battering it down. This was followed by the
parks, where the air resounded with the
Strauss waltzes, and the face of the great composer suddenly appeared, followed at Schoenbrunn by the grave features of the Emperor
and the fair countenance of the Empress, becreated a great deal of amusement, but someloved by the Hungarians even more than by
how there was a lack of managerial shrewdher Austrian subjects.
ness and the play failed to “catch on” to the
A delightfully bewildering succession of
beautiful sceuery and splendid palaces ensued,
public as it deserved. Haverly saw its possiand once the dream led to the portals of Canobilities, took it in hand, engaged a oapital comof
va’s masterpiece, the monument
Christina,
pany and now the Strategists are in the flood
and down among the dead men, waere in the
tide of success. The combination will appear
vault of the Capuchins the departed monarchs
at Portland Tboatre Monday and Tuesday
of Austria slept, Maria Theresa at their head,
evenings of next week.
“born
of
them
the
Duke
and among
Reichstadt,
sarcosombre
bronze
MICHAEL STROGOFF.
of
whose
;
Rome,”
King
phagus brought into the vision the discrowned
Next
Friday
night Michael Strogoff, the
father, yearning at St. Helena for the voice of
the boy he was nevermore to meet on earth.
spectacle that has been played over one hunStill, with the vividness of a dream, there dred nights at the Boston Theatre to crowded
appeared the fortress of Presburg, the beautiful houses, will be given at Portland Theatre.
city of Pesth, the present capital, and then a
The version of the play used is the dramatizacouvent by the river’s side, founded by a
tion of Messrs. D’Ennery, and Jules Verne,
prince whose wife’s ost veil, blown away by
the wind, lodged in a hemlock, and was found
in a prologue, five acts, and ten tableaux. The
of
husband’s
her
through the circumstance
play kftself is one of intense melodramatic
horse being seized with what modern incredulity would have called the blind staggers, but power and interest, differing in this respect
what mediaeval faith regarded as a miraculous
from all other spectacles and cast to the full
impulse. Then, before the Castle of Darrenof the Boston company including Mr.
strength
heard
the
Blondel
was
melody
singing
stein,
Wm. Redmond, imported from London, to
taken up at last and fiuisbed by the familiar
voice of bis royal master, and at l.«st everybody
play the part of Michael. To give some idea
woke up to follow admiringly the striking verof the beauty of the spectacular effects, it is
bal illusrtation with which the lecturer drew
enough to mention the fetes at Moscow. The
on towards his close, and which must be given
stage is literally flooded with light. The scene
in his own eloquent words:
piesents an immense balcony, with Moscow
“You remember it was a favorite habit of
illuminated as a background Over this bridge
Hawthorne to make his characters look into a
tho ballet, under the direction
magic mirror and discern the forms and scenes or balcony come
of
Mons. Bibeyran Mamert, of Paris, and led
which, in past times, were reflected there. So,
by M’lle Lepri as premier, and eight teconds.
the broken
as we now stand and gaze through
is divided into three
archway of this ruined castle at the crystal The ballet in handsome white satinsets—first,
trowsers
flag-bearers
mirror—far below us—what scenes rise to its
with gold trimmings, and yellow
and
jackets,
the
surface?” Touch with imagination
glassy
satin vests, jaunty white caps and feathers,
bosom of the Blue Danube, and once more we
and bearing the Russian standard; second,
see reflected in
its waves the shadowy hosts
in
former
girls, the
boys and
gypsy
whose bones have long since whitened in its
picturesque costumes of cashmere and the latdark blue depths. For, on the mountain-borter arranged in blue and cardinal satin dresses,
dered shores, tilled with the odors of a milwithsashesof shaded amber, fantastic headlion pines, the armies of great nations have
the
gear and ornaments; and lastly, a group of
contended and gone down to death, while
Russian boys in dark tight, high boots, in yel“Invast river rolls on perpetually the same.
and girls in dresses of white satin,
spired with thoughts such a9 these we hear the low jackets, of the
same material brocaded in
with
drapery
windings of the stream re-echo to the bugles of
gold, with becoming headgear of satin.
the Rinnan cohorts as they pass with shouts of
Once more we see, in
‘Ave Caesar Imperator.’
NOTES.
long, phantom line, the barbarous hordes of
Remember the sale of seats for “Patience”
Attila, the long array of Christian pilgrims,
bv the Boston Museum Oompauy will begin at
the knights of Charlemagne, the steel-clad
Cfnclrltaidina'a at G rt’plnpt Mnnrlav
All
warriors of the cross, the turban troops of Solyand chorus.
orchestra
mau making the batiks resound with their cry,
Speaking of McCullouch’s “Othello” Mr.
‘Allah il Allah!’ and last of all, the eagles of
“Mr. McCullough has done
Winter says:
Napoleon, all sweeping by in magioal succes- himself brilliant
honor by this performance;
sion, leaving behind them memories which
and it is no creation of chance; it is a personanave uecome part ui tuts uiswry .ui tuo ouoam
tion that will endure and may safely challenge
itself.”
In person,
the sternest judgment of the age.
These warlike visions, thus swiftly presented,
voice, feeling, style and professional education.
the lecture ended with an effective contrast,
Mr. McCullough is an actor most exceptionalpresented iu a beautiful evening view, showly fitted for Othello, and as long as he remains
ing the river, in the present time of peace,
to us the part will have an entirely fit repreflowing tranquilly past a sleeping village, with
sentative, and the best traditions of the stage,
the moon overhead, and the silver pathway of
as to this character, be preserved.”
her beams twinkling upon its azure breast
Mate. Patti’s first concert in Philadelphia
The
was attended by an immense audience.
Christmas Music.
receipts amounted to 39,820, and the sales of
seats for the second concert exceeded this sum.
To-morrow will be Christmas and this year
So that1 from a business point of view, the
the feast will fall on Sunday. lathe churches
Patti speculation may be pronounced entirely
the services will all be appropriate to the occasuccessful.
The Times and Tribune are loud in their
sion and in many of them the music will be espraises of Mile. Itossini in “The Huguenots.”
pecially selected. So far we are able to give The Times says: “Mile. Rossini as Valentine
the following programmes:
justified the praise she has before received.
She has a noble voice, powerful, of genuino
WILLISTOK.
She knows
soprano quality and of rich tone.
Voluntary.
how to use her vocal powers and sings with
Anthem—“There were Shepherds”.Back
expression and excellent taste. Her Valentine
Doxoiogy.
was distinguished both for its dramatic power
H yam—“Chris > mas”.
Abt
and the genuine musical fervor that captivated
Authem—"W'awliman teil us”
It is not too much to say that
her hearers.
Response. Cotarda.
il yum.
her success was complete.”
Authem —“Rejoice”.Ranck
Don’t fail to hear the farewell concert by
tiymn.'.
the Hutchinson Family at City Hall next
Mr. Murray is the organist at this church.
Wednesday evening, Dec. 28th. There will
be an entire change of programme from their
CONGRESS SQUARE.
The whole house has been relast concert.
Kullauh
Voluntary—Pastorale
Stockbridgo is selling
Openiug—“And there were shepherds”... .Johnston served at a low figure.
Saxe
the tickets, for which there is a brisk demand
Gloria.
Lord’s
anointed”.Thai
to
berg
ttyrnu—“Hail
aolo—“Come unto him,” from the Messiau.
Mrs* Hawes.
Bowdoln College
Anthem—1“Rejoice”.....
cent

Mr. Hawes is organist at this church.
ST.

LURE’S

CATHEDRAL.

Service.
Processional—“Hark the herald Angels sing”
MeudeL- sohn
“Yenite”—chant. *•.Boyce
Hayes

Morning

“Te Deum

Choral

!

Crotch

Humphrey

Laueamus”.R. N. Parke”

"Jubilate De —chant.
Arranged
oit-"CUrisiiaus Awake”. Waiuwright
"ICyrie Eleisou”. .G. W. Goo id
“taloriaTibia”..T. E. Hazel!
Hymn—"While Shepherds watched’’..Dr. J. Clarke
Holy Communion.
Sanctus.J. S. B. Hodges
Communion hymn—"Bread of the world”
"Gloria i.i Excen-is”.J. &. B. Hodges
Nunc Dimittis...
Evening Choral Service.
Processional—“Come hither ye faithful” .Reading
Iut

_

..

Proper

) Dr. S. Elvey
Dr. Blow

Psalms.j

.T. E. Hazell
"Beuciic Auima Mea”.Arranged
that
Zion
Authem—"O
bringest”.Bunnctt
Hymn— *Io cauio upou a midnight clear”.. Westlake
Recessional—"Hark the nerald augels sing”
“Cmtate Domino”...

Mendelssohn
Mr. Goold is- organist at this Cathedral.
ST. STEPHEN’S.
Anthem—“And there were shepherds”
William Russell Johnson
Te Deum...
Come hither ye faithful.
about the glad tidiug

Morning Service.
Tho Angelic Song.Geo. Wm. Warren
Christmas Hymn.C. C. Stearns
Evening St nice.
“Sweet

Babe of Bethlehem”.Warren

O, Holy Night.
Mr. Stockbridge is organist and there will
be other music besides that mentioned, and
possibly a double choir will be employed.

Adam

ST.

PAUL’S.

Morning.
Hymn....
.Gregorian
Veuito
Glorias.Stanton
Te Deum.Kota-climar
BeneUictus

....Th jmas

jH\ma.Adeste Fidela
Stanton
Kyrie.
Gloria Tibi.*.

Hymu..

®
Tusagion.l;vt*
KuchanLic

Gloria in Jflxcelsis.
Nunc Dimittis.

Afternoon.
Gregorian
Canticles.
Hymn .Warren
Hymn.
Recessional.
Mr. Hoot ie organist at this church.
PAYSON

MEMORIAL.

It is safe to say the Christmas music at this
church will be unsurpassed. Mr. Coyle will
sing Faure’s “Palms” and Mrs. MorriBon, who
has been specially engaged for this occasion,
will sing the alto solo from Handel’s Messiah.
G. IV. JMarston
Organ Voluntary—Improvisation

Anthem

-"Alleluia,'..Wilson

Hymu -“Brightest and best of tho sons of the
.Buck
morning"
Handel’s Messiah
Alto solo—"He was despised”
Choral—“Sleepers, wake! a voice is calling”
Sebastian Bach
(with Cornet Obligato by Mr. F. R. Collins.)
Bass Solo—' Palm Branches”.J. Faure
Hvruu—"Tho Star of beihlehem” melody Bonhie Boon,” (expressly adapted lor this occasion.
Hymn—(Cniig'r. gaib nal) "While Shepherds
watched tbeir docks by night"..Tuuo, coronation
CHESTNUT STREET.

Brunswick, Deo. 23.
The fall term cloves to-day for a vacation of
seventeen days.
During the past week the
different classes have been engaged in passing
the usual examination in the studies taken np
dnring the

perfect.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
new

Monmouth is finished, and is one of
The carthe best wooden depots in the State.
penters of the road have begun on a new baggage room and telegraph office at Winthrop.
It is reported that B. B. Dunn of Water▼ille is fully determined to erect a cotton mill
If the
in West Waterville the coming seasoo.
town will make concession by the way of nominal taxation he will erect a mill of 30,000 spindles.
At the annual meeting of the board of trus
tees of the Maine Insane Hospital, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President of the Board, Dr. J. 8. Cushing of
Skowhegan; Secretary, J. H. Manley of Augusta. The Bev. C. F. Penney was re-elected
chaplain of the hospital. The various reports
of the officers were received, and altogether,
with the report of the trustees, were transmitted to the Governor and Council.
at

YORK COUNTY.

Mr. William Biley of Kittery Point, last
spring noticed among the beans raised by him
the year before, and saved for seed, a bean of
This beau he planted
peculiar appearance.
apart from any other, and the plant which
from
it
was
tended
with special care, and
grew
the crop from it, when gathered in the fall,
numbered 38U beaus, ail having the same general appearance as the seed.
Mr. Biley will
plant the whole lot next spring, and thinks he
will develop a new variety of beau, of especial value.

A shipwrecked sailor waiting for a sail is
like a business man sitting at home and nursing a Cough or Cold. Get Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup and be cured. Only 23 cents a bottle.

suffering is the result.
Some say, "Don’t use medicine, and it will soon
wear away.”
That may bring about the deBlred result in some: but very few have sufficient physical
strength to throw off a severe cold, without the aid
of some good balsam, and we should certainly recommend something of the kind. One of the best
ever introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
Neglect

or wnu

a

cold, and

unerry

severe

rar, a preparation long Known
and certain relief of coughs, colds,
ana

for the speedy
soretbroat, hoarseness, bronchitis, &c. The peculiar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasant and soothing ingredients makes it easy to
take, speedy to relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.
Physicians prescribe wild cherry and tar as remedies f jr pulmonary affections, and if you give Dr.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial yoa
will get relief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 50
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co.,
30
Portland

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

List of Our Prices and Goods.
S8.5a?“*t

«"* ™»BFLI.AS.
ones plnsh lined,
Wolf Rohes,
In Silk, Alpaca and Gingbam. Our $100 ones
large si xe $10.50, 12.00 to 16.00. Buffalo Robes.
Silk
the best. Warranted oaes $1.50 to $2.00
—$6.00. 10.00 to 20 00.
Horse B ankets—Cut ones $1.00 to 2.00. Square \ Umbrellas $3.00 and up. Alpaca ones $2.00 up.
ones,

$1.25

to

FURS, MUFFS

Soft Strap Bag. in all colors, Orange,
and

COON COATS.

€2 COVE 8.

Good* sent by mail

or

and

WE HAVE

COLLARS.

c.:.,
Black and with Hairs.
Ladies Fur Sets, Plain,
Seal Sets. Imt. Seal Sets, Gems Seal Caps.lmt. Seal
Caret, Ladies'Fur Caps.
Fur Gloves.—Seal, Otter and Beaver, a large stock.

Black

Gut Glass Bottles
Delicate Perfumes,

11 ATS.
A

__

A

A

Oneofthobe^t presents for (tents is a Hat and
we
after the Holidays. A Silk Hat Stiff
Hat. Soft Hat or Cap. Scotch Caps 00 cts to *3.00

exchange

by express C, O. D., with privilege

to examine

MERRY
Tlie

Hatter,

NO. 237 MIDDLE STREET
of the

Sign
°

dec24

Gold

Hat.

and hundreds of oilier
things that
would make merry the
coming year. Remember we are always pleased to show goods even
if yon do not buy.

eodtf

pretty

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

FOR

DOWN WINTER USE

MARK
—

OUR
PRICES
ON
ROBES.

OF-

HOLIDAY GOODS!
stock of Holiday Goods on hand and don’t wish
to carry them over, so have marked them all down to prices that
will close them out on Saturday.
We have

a

large

Don’t fail to exa nine our goods
as we have a large variety of nice
and useful presents that we have
marked down to close them ont.

Come all!

Come one!
yonr

SUPPERS!
SUPPERS!
SUPPERS! GUPPY,

And buy

over

If you Want Gents’ Gossamer

Boots,

yon want Ladies’ Cloth Top
Boots, go to
W'yer Greene A Co.’s.

If

If you want the DONGOLA Roots,
Go to WYER G) EENE A Co.’s.
If you want
CHILDREN’S SPRING
BOOTS, go to

II you want

THE BEST
-GO

GLOVES

Fur
Seal $4.00.
Oiter $4.00.
1* rench Neal $1.00.
Nutria $ .00.
Bov’s aps 25c.

HEADQUARTER S.
enumerate a few articles in
Stock, which we will sell nt
Extremely Lew Prices.

Below

Caps.

Those
secure

who
the?

best

call

early
bargains

dec‘24

offered in Children’s

ever

Underllun-

nels.

EASTMAN BROS. &
d«ca4

BANCROFT.

„
d«

fliP.af-

Sltttlfl

Bird

Caffes.

Chas.

Studs and Gents’

Day, Jr., &Co.

iSTMIDDLE

STRTEJ.

oodtf

bor, Mass.

desiring make proposals for the above
are requested to apply to the undersigned at his office
No. 4o844 Congress Street. Portland. Maine, or
No. 26 Pemberton Squire. Boston, Mass., for specifications, instructions to bidders, and the requisite
blank", and such lurtber information as may be
desired

concerning

same.

GEO. THOM, Colonel of Engineers,
dec24 d6t
Bvt. Brig. General, tf. S. A.

&

GARNET, ONYX,

AMETHYST and CAMEO,

Only $2.50.
McKENNEY,
331 CONOREN!,

the

Ware, Clocks,

SUver

Opera Glasses, Gol<l

Headed

Caues,

GOLD PE MS AMD PEM’C
1

Hargniu* in Cnnten Set* in Gold 810 to
838* in Stork Plate* Setting*.83 to89-30.
Ming* in Stone Gold Setting-, 81-^3 *®
$30; Plain and Engraved Settings 81.3.5
to 89.50.
Call and examine. A pleasure to show goods
whether you desire to purchase or not.

SOLID GOLD «

<ecl9

watchesTjewelry,

to

tbe

Announcement !

Holiday

Portland, Maine, December 24,1881.
duplicatet addressed to the unXT dersigned, will be received at his office in Portland. Maine, until 8 o’clock P. M., on Friday,
the i8th day or January, 1882, at which plate
and time they will be opened in the presence of
bidders, for about 90,000 cubic yards of dredging;
and the removal of sunken ledget in Boston BarT>IiOPOS A LS, in

T. J.
559

Jeweler,

STREET.
dlw

1IIB11P

pondence Cards, or
Holder—SomeCard
Christmas
A
thing yew This Season.

WELCH,

Congress St.,

NEAR CUT* HOTEL,

Three Doors Above Oak
del 7

These are Tery beautiful, artistic, and
with seasonable sentiments. A com*
pMe assortment. The largest in too

city.

_

William^ Lowell,
5X3 CONGRESS STREET.

_dtf

dec20

CANDY
-FOE THE-

HOLIDAYS,
FRESH AND PURE AT LOW*
EST PRICES.
Fancy Boxes an<l Sugar Toys, also
large assortment of

.1

DOLLS
Iron, Tin and Wooden Toys, for tho
little ones.

C. 0. HUDSON
13 MARKET
docSl

SQ.,
dlw

OPr. C. S. HOTEL.

In order to accommodate our numerous
patrons who
cannot be

attended

to

properly
through

day, we shall be
evenings until
open

the

Christmas.

6TH ANNUAL

PROPOSALS

Persona

will

Tool

too large to enumerate.
We bare a stock of Gold Rings,
Pins at less than cost, to close.

United States Engineer Office.

58 Cents.

Vlor-uan

Silk Fringed Christinas Cards, Printing Presses,
Wallet-, Bags, Ink Stands, udor Cases, D '11a of every
desc'lptlon. Vases. Toilet Sets, Hand Glasses, Albums, Photo. Stands, Play Houses. Furniture, Doll
Cal'S, Babv Sl-ighs. Autograph Albums, Punch and
Judj Shows, Writing Desks, OribbageB ards, China,
Britannia Tea & Dinner Sets, Sided 'ards,Refrigerators, Castors, Ice Pitchers, Steamboa's, Horse Cars.
Cradles. Tables, Bedsteads, Bath Tubs, Bath Houses,
Toy ieuts, Guns. Swords, N oar’s Arks Villages,
Mu-ioal Tops, Horse and Curts, A B C B1 cks,
Building Blocks, Dissecting Pictures, Sdced Birds,
&c., Wood, Tiu and Iron K R. Trains, House Jack
Built, Dominoes. Games, Cuujurer’s Cabinets, Toy
Galvanio Batteries, Ten-Pins, Plci ure Books, Stoves,
Tin Kiich-ns, Office Baskets, Skates. Christmas
Tree Holders. Candies, &c. Tin andiron Banks,
Magic Lanterns Drums, Fish Pond Games, Jack
Straws, &o. together with a Large Stock of Toys

197 middle Street.

Scarlet, All-Wool

price of

we

Work Stands, Baskets. Boxes, Dressing Cases,

DswvlHntr

THE
HATTER

low

viltl

Open Every Evening

SANTA CLAUS

COE,

very

ST.,

OPP. PBEBLE HOUSE,
novl

<

from 20 to 34 at the

TO

ANY "W A.

We are closing out our soft and stiff hats at
about cost. Our $2.00 La i»e-I)as now
$1.60, our $2.50 soft and stiff hats now
$2.00. Fur trimmings of all kinds. Laddies’ Seal and Otter sets.

We shall ofer to-day a small
lot of the above goods in sizes

GO

480 CONGRESS

*

Underflannels !

REPAIRED,

& Co.’s
Wyer Greene Y,

Also solid sole leather and Bureau Trunks.

m.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

NEATLY

FINALLY

these goods.

Bov Statlouery, Gilt Edged. Engraved, Plain and

I

If you wnnt your old

75c.

We make a specialty of
Paper covered $1.00.
Zinc covered $3.00.
Leather covere-l $4.50.

mFine
FRIEXD

LOWELL’S STEEL ENGRAVED

KID,

BAGS

published.

—

AND

4tf

Medicated,

TO

Go to W'yer Greene A Co.’s.

TRUNKS

ciiildhen’s

RUBBERS,

I/Jk|)
? V 9I I

1

An Engraved VisCard
Plate,
with Card*; u full
set or a part of a *et
of Lowell’s Enatravcd B»isiiie*s Cards
for the scrap book.
Tbe*e are tbe finest

iting

WYER GREENE & CO.’S.

BOOTS

CLOTH,

253 Middle Street.

HEEL

Wyer Greene & Co /s

OILEI) BUCK.
76c.
CALF Mil'S.
75o.
60c.
81."0.
Ladies’ and Children’s Gloves and Mittens
from 60c. up to $1.76.

STUDLEY,

ml

go to

Wyer Greene & Co/s.

up to $8.00.

GOAT,

dec22-dtf

If you want Hand Sewed Boots,
Go to Wyer Greene A Co.’s.

twenty kinds, ranging from

CASTOK,

deo2i

Wyer Greene & Co/s.

HORSE
Blankets

presents cheap!

A large lot of $1.00 Silk Handkerchiefs marked down to 60 cents.

If you wnnt Gents’ Cloth Top
Boots, go to

WOLF. $8.50. *0.00 and up to SI 8.00,
Plush lined, BUFFALO, *6.o0, $7.00 unlined. $10.00 to $20.00 lined with plush.
These are this year’s robes.

We have
90 cents

KINSMAN
& ALDEN.

If you Wnnt Gents’ Pine Slippers,
go to WYEK GKEENE A CO.’S.

exercises the stu-

10,1882,

Sar-

Splendid smoking,
nothing would please

FOR"* LADIES

$6.00.

Phot* iiate

dents and invited friends indulged in a socia1
dance, which was kept up until the early
hours. Perkins’ orchestra, of Lewiston, fur'

sung in the afternoon.

Washington and

of

the gentlemen.

G. F. Bates, ard the two best spoken
those of E. T. McCarthy and G. H.

Benodio Anima Mea_■•••.John B. Marsh
.....Mozart
"Hark the herald angels sing"
Mrs. Gosse is organist and the above will be

Twentv-flve in a box, fresh
from Havana, “via Steamers

have just received a full line
of La Branswick’s, La Ritica’s and a great many other
flue brands that will please

pieces

Numerous gifts havo been made to the libraProf. Johnson is
ry and art gallery this term.
now acting as librarian.
The winter term commences Tuesday, Jan.

IMPORTED CIGARS.

Drug: g:istsf

Tbe parts were all good, but, as in all exhibitions, some el them showed more excellence
than others; if we were allowed to pass an
impartial judgment we should say that the two
best written pieces were those of A. G. Staples

publications.

HUSBAND!

them better.

Our assortment is very extensive, varying from a
50 cent pair to the best fur Gauntlet. Gents Buck
Hi t, lined and uniined,
Gi ves, lined and unltned
with fur and without. We can tit aoy hand.
Kid
Mils and Gloves, far
Ladles’and Children’s
top and spring wrist, 76 cts. to *1.50.

•Juuiors.

nished the musio.
A meeting of the boating association of the
college was called tho 10th, at which time a
communication from the Lake George Rowing
Association was read, and action taken upon it
The secretary of the association desired the association of the college to send a delegate to
New York to arrange with delegates <rom other colleges for an inter-collegiate race during
W. G. Reed, ’82, was
the coming season.
chosen delegate, with power to enter a crew if
a suitable time for the race could be arranged.
Twenty-six members of the Freshmen class
have joined the association.
According to the statements of the professors
of the several departments, the progress made
this term by tbe students has been unusually
satisfactory, hence we pride ourselves upon our
success and return home well satisfied with our
The only part of the term’s work
work.
whioh we sincerely regret is the injury received by Mr. Strout, and the consequent unfavorable statements maae in the papers about the
matter.
Prof. Johnson was obliged to be absent from
college several weeks during the term, in consequence of tbe sickneBS and death of his
father. During his absence tho recitations ol
the Juniors in German were conducted by
Prof. Campbell.
Work on Memorial Hall has been steadily
progressing. Three largo furnaces have been
placed in the cellar, and are now in operation.
The work is now mostly concentrated in the
lower floor, which is to contain the leoture and
recitation rooms.
Movements are being made to obtain a library fund of 820,000 for tho purchase of new

YOUR

FOR

ROBES
etm,
GLOVES kinsman
FUR CAPS & ALDEN,
FURS
Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.
A HAT
BAGS
I..,.,,!...
lUJJFEAIdO COATS.

van, Wakloboro

of the

A PRESENT

and

Gents fine

the programme:

Pierce.
At the conclusion

a.

octOdtf

atoga.”

Brown

Federal Supremacy. E. It. Jewett, Chicago, 111.

and

Furulturo and General Meridian,

Saturday, commencing at 10 o’olooF

City

$1.00.

Salutatory Oration (Latin)..M. S. Ilolway, Augusta
James A. Garfield.Howard Carpenter, Houlton
Selection, (fr ,m the French of Victor Hugo)
.*W. H. Perkins, Salem, N. fl.
The Land Aot of 1881....A. G. Staples, Bath
Government and Civilization.
.G. F. Bates, Yarmouth
Woman and the Ballot.W. G. Reed, Waldoboro
English Version of Speech of calcagus.
.*C. H Stetson. East Sumner
Charles the First....E. T. McCarthy, Peabody, Mass
Selection from the French of Mirabeau.
.*A. E. A us in, Rcadfiold
John lianiDden aud the Shin Money.
.u. h. mere#, Fortiana

Bale of

Consignments solicited.

m.

Those looking for Christmas Goods would do well to look over our large stock
of useful articles. Any goods purchased of tis can be exchanged
after the Holidays.

term.

was

Regular

dise every

HOLIDAY

BAOS-

The Senior and Junior exhibition came off
On account of
last evening at Lemont Hall.
the disagreeable weather but a small audience
In the absence of President
was present.
The
Chambeilain, Prof. Chapman officiated.

following

o*EF</<
GIFTS

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

depot

Salnrwn 18 Exchange HI.
«■ w. AlUOi,
BAILKY,

F. 0.

O. C Hutchins, of the Junior class in Bowdoin College, is grinding experimental lenses
for a new telescope for college uses. The glasses shown are object glasses, 4 1-4 Inches in diameter, (one was also shown of 2 7-3 inches,)
and to an unpracticed eye they appeared quite

The Maine Central Bailroad Company’s

CHURCHES.

was

his boats, boarded the mer"
chautman and sternly demanded the nature of
the cargo. “Silver for the Duke’s treasury,”
Silver! That was just what
was the reply.
The order was given down the
was needed.
hatchway, “Bring up the metal.” And up it

baud, hurried

to morrow

may be

OTHER

street

Congress

(Methodist Episcopal)

the goblin woodman.
left behind, we stood—in
the dream—on the battlements of the pirate
stronghold of Aggstein, and saw a merchant’s
vessel, a rich prize, come lloating down the
stream. The noble robber at the bead of his

only

ANDBOSOOGtWI L'OBKTY.

Hon. L. H. Hutchinson of Lewiston, Speaker
of the Maine House of Representatives, is to
spend the remainder of the winter in Florida
for the benefit of his health, whicb is not gaining bo fust as his friends wish.

Tantum

descriptions is to pass through a gallery of word
paintings; but to follow with the pictures helping the descriptions has all the effect of dreaming of the scenes through which the speaker

that of Merry, the Hatter, 23T Middle street, or
where a customer will receive more attention.
He has arranged his large stock very handsomely for the holidays and au inspection of
it should bo made even if one does not buy.

Gregorian Psalms..
Hymn—Jesu ltedemptor.
Magnificat.
Alma ltedemptoris.

bettor Ilian
is
reaction after one
listening is like

Hymn.Hymnal
**

Merry, the Hatter.
At present there is a great demand for bats,
furs, warm gloves, robes and other like articles
to keep out the piercing cold.
Among the

.Norello
Vesper Services.

Fidetos.

Street.
ST&Tb

WM. SENTER & CO.,
S' Exchange St-

„„„

Holiday Goods.
»

Work Stand, Work, Scrap and Fancy Bas.
kels. Frame and Clipper Sleds,
Rocking Horses, Carts, Skates,
Plant S'ands, wire and wood,
Flower P<*ts, Flower Pot Buckets, Plant Food, &c„ Plumes,
Dried Grasses, Wreallis, &r.,
Housekeeping Goods of all binds,
at NEW STORE, 5, 7 & 9 Preble
St. Please call and examine.

W. C. SAWYER & GO.
dec2l

_d4t

SUB^CUREJFORDRCNKENSES^^
salbOTO*, Me

aug20t§ae!*

parishes of pigeon* found it easy to piclf up
But the morning after the mill
a living.
was burned “the pigeon* came flying down
wi'.h their wings making light in the air,”
expecting their breakfist, and found nothing but a heap of black, smoking ruins. So
they flew off, scattering in different direc-

POETRY.
(FOB THE PKB*S.)

Spinning-Lesson.

A Kitten’s

DY ATLANTA.

tions; and some of them found their way to
Mr. Martin’s yard, where the barn door
stood open. We shall never know whethe:
Jeremiah asked them to breakfast with him
—but when Fred and Rosina went out to

the early darkening of the day
Call* the hsppy groups of children In,

When

firelight and the «h*dows play
Am the crackling beech l<«gs burn away—
That's the hour when kittens loarn to spin.
When the

If,

pufsy-ra1 begins

when

Jerry eatiBghis
pigeons perched on the edge

feed the chickens, they

to purr,

corn, aud five
of the crib, sharing the horse's breakfast.

can hear, and feel
lies close against her fur,

You will listen you
As your

ear

Something like a buinwing-bi'd
That’s the sound of kitty’s

“Look!” said Rusina. “Isn’t Jerry too
sweet, he has got up a charity for the humt-

whirr—

a

spinning-wheel.

pigeons.” Fred saw the idea at once,
and was pleased. lie ran into the house,
and got an old copy book; and on a blank
Pigeons’
page he wrote in large letters, The
out

Then the pussy move- her velvet f aws
Back and forward softly, to auil fro;

again her cunning claws
skilfully she draws—
Busily
Kitty cards her wool for spinning so.
In and out

and

Relief Association.
“Jerry must he president of the society,”
said he, “because he thought of it, You can

Once upon a time (as stories run)
Mrs. Tabby Tortoise did begin
To instruct her kit, a little one
Gray and white and full of frisk and fun,
How to card the wool and how to spin.
Kit

careless. Kit

was

was

fond of

Rosy, and I'll be secretary and
writing.”
Rosina wanted to know her duties.
“I shall help you,” said Fred, ‘for you
can’t do it all. We must take our berry pails
and go about and ask for pieces of cold
johnny-cake that are too small to he polite
to give to poor people, and dried-up cake
and things.”
“I don’t like to go begging,” said Rosiqa.
“It’s for burnt-out pigeons,” answered
Fred, “so that is different;” and his sister
was quite convinced.
“Now,” continued Fred, “on this page I
he treasurer,

do the

play,

Likod to pat her mother's ears, and pull
tail that long and tempting lay;

At her

“What’s the

use

for

Whin you know

me

have not any

w e

spin,”
though they have

wool?”

her mother

“Kittens learn to
“Even

to-day,

to learn

no

said,

wool at

all;
thread”—

the little wheel without
gray clouds gathered over* ead
Then the soft w hite snow began to fall.)
a

Turn

(From the
k.'rs.

Tabby

fast

soon was

asleep;

Through the window’ Kitty saw the flake*
Drifting in a lovely fluffy heap;
“There’s the wool for me to spin- I’ll keep
Hard at work to learn, till mother wakes.”
Little paws went lightly to and fro,
Kitty’8 busy wheel went round and
Soon it

led softer and

soun

shall write down the donations. Jeremiah
Martin, Com, is the first one; aud now we’ll
see if mother won’t give us something for
the P. R. A.”
The Pigeons’ Relief Association prospered

roun£;

slow,

more

wiki when drovrsv kittens go
Into Dre imland’s dim enchanted ground.

As it

Kitten*
spin
(It was pretty, plaids of white and blue.)
cannot

l-Ii.

Mine’s

cnl

a

a

shawl from

«i>artianu If

1

very

gifted kit,

nmr

snow

good for both sides.”
So the flock of pigeons numbered nearly

as many as used to frequent the mill, and
the children went their rounds for contributions daily, in the wagon drawn by Jerry.

—

A week before Christmas, the children’s
Uncle Henry, who was station-master at

h« t.rilA

I know.’’

tor, though therr was no snow, the ice would
bear—but said he would drive up for Rosina'

Still, ’tis s**fe to say, from fleece of snow
Warm spun shawls of wool we m*y not win,
Bat when pussy’s paws move to and fro
Kitty

On

?»
td spin.

A ChrlstmftB Story for tbe Little Headers
of tbe PRESS.

add to her company.
It would take quite tpo long to tell wbat a
good time Rosina and Alice had together;

towns in the northern

Odb of the prettiest
part of Maine is the town of Millwster.
Here the river, which has come as fast as it
could, bringing the logs from the pine for-

it, widens suddenly into a large
round basin. At the Lower Corner are
with

grist-mill, and around
the houses are gathered together,

two saw-mills and a
these mills

is

and there

a

white church

and a

brown

one; and where four Toads meet are the

ho.

tel and the post office and Deacon Harmon’s
store and the blacksmith’s shop with its
roaring fire scattering red sparks all about.
Here in the doorway of the blacksmith’s
shop Mr. Martin stood talking with Deacon
HarmoD, while Fred and Rosina Martin listened with the greatest interest.
‘•These children,” said Mr. Martin, “have
been saving up odd pennies for more than a

horse; Fred,
year with a view to buying
here, has four dollars and a quarter, he tells
me; and Rosina has two dollars and a half
beside thirty cents she earned hemming
towels for her mother. Of course if we find
the horse we want and there’s a little more
money needed I am willing to make np the
a

amount.”
The deaco;

looked knowing and rather
amused, but o ily rubbed some mud off the
toe of one bool with the toe of the other.
“Yon had better look at the norse, Fred,”
said his father.

“Yes, Fred,”

a

“deacons have the
horse

smart in

look
i.d

at

ided

name

trading;

Deacon Hannon,
of belus ’most too
and I want

Jeremiah for yourself,

So Fred

and Rosiua

where Jeremiah was
at him.

so

you to
you won’t

vmi “

T tyvik- thp aitvant.airp nf

went into

tffe shop

being shod, and looked

In the meantime Mr. Martin satis-

fied himself by talking with the good deathat Jeremiah was sound and kind, “a
reg’lar kitten for being petted,” and that he
had neither desire nor speed tor running
away with young drivers. Mr. Martin had
time to take out quite a roll of bankbills,
which the deacon counted and put in his
con

before the children came back—

pocketbook,
Fred talking “horse” very
ing Jeremiah’s good points
the

men

seen

fast and approvin the fashion of

and admired at county

while Rosina remarked she never saw

fairs,
a

he had

horse with

a

nicer

mane or

a

sweeter ex-

pression in his eyes. So Jeremiah was
bought.
ISi“Keep your odd cents, children,” said the
deacon, “six dollars will be enough with
what little your pa paid. Jerry ain’t a very
fast animal, and I'd rather not take any
more

for him.”

And that

was

the way that Jeremiah was

bought and paid for and became one of the
family. The children were never allowed
to drive Will o’ Wisp and Firefly, the beautiful you g horses that their father used;
but as Mrs. Marlin said, they could go anywhere with Jerry, he Would take care of
them and bring them back safe. Fred was
of
ten years
like most boys
old, he
liked to drive; and sometimes yon would
have supposed there was an exciting trotting
match from the shouting and hurrahing—
but nine times out of ten, if you looked out
to see the race, it would be Fred driving
very moderate trot, and Rosiup in the wagou looking much

Jeremiah at

a

perched
pleased but adding nothing to the noise.
Jeremiah was bought iu the early Summer, and he certainly must have enjoyed
na

mai

season,

lor

ue weni on

picnics,

excur-

he

sions up the river and down the river;
was fed with everything from clover to
sponge cake; and his chin tested with but-

tercups to see if he loved butter; he was
hugged and kissed, his face was washed—
these tender cares came from Rosina; and
Fred rubbed him down with wisps of hay at
least eight times a day. All this Jeremiah
not only endured but appeared to like. And
so the hummer passed away.
In October, when the nuts were ripe, was
a fine time for the children and Jeremiah.
But even nuttiug lost some of its interest,
for just then It was that the grist-mill
burned down; and, as there are no fire-departments with their 6team engines and
hook and-ladder companies in such small
towns as

Millwater, It happened sadly enongh

little houses were burned to
the ground causing much loss to the families
who lived in them, who were poor people.
So Mrs. Martin and Mrs. Harmon and the
other ladies got up an Association with bylaws, and sewed for these poor famHles to
help them till the mill and feouses could be
rebuilt: and the-young ladies held a fair;
and the children did errands—and when
everybody was helping, you may be sure that
Jeremiah did his part too. He trotted off
with bags of flour and bundles of clothing;
and it was b§ that did not break one egg of
all the thirty dozen that were sent up to
Mooseford to sell—so carefully Jerry drew
the wagon. And it was also Jerry that
originated a benevolent association of his
own.
Before the mill was burned the pigeons, that lodged in the belfrys of the brown
church and the white church, took their
meals at the gtist-mlll. There was always
plenty of corn scattered about, and the two
that a dozen

was

the next

him, through

ATLANTA.

imagine how pleased
day when Rosi.ta showed

and little readers can

Fred

ests

Rosina told her

uncle all about the P. R. A.; and Uncle
Henry was so much pleased that he promised her a pair of his best carrier doves to

»

crack in the basket that held

a

them, the carrier pigeons.
In the afternoon the two children set forth
for home. Jerry trotted along as if he saw
his supper ahead of him; and they had a

talking at once.

very good lime,
The road between Mooseford and Mlllwa
both

ter is a pretty one. It is
the way until it comes to

straight naerly

all

hill, where it
turns sharply round, following the bend of
the river. The hill is sandy and steep, and
the railway track runs close under it. Then
a

there is a wagon road; and from the
the bank slopes down to the river.

road

Jerry

not at all afraid of cars; he took an intelligent interest in the trainsas they rushed
was

very careful not to get
too near the track, but was no more afraid
than the Deacon would have been. So Fred
oast

h;m, and

was

quite right in going along
the river road instead of taking the old road
a little way back; for the old road took them
nearly two miles out of their way and the
and Rosina were

Winter afternoons

are

short.

“It is quarter to five,” said Fred, taking
out his silver watch.
“The train does not
come

by here

till

5.10,

Util

_* l,

so we

shall
A

--

get- way

T_.1

•*

mind if it goes right by him.”
So they turned the corner.
“It’s going to be cold to-night,” said Rosi“Hear the wind!”
na.
Jerry heard something, too, for he planted his feet firmly where he was and would
The children coaxed
nol go a step farther.
and Fred bit Jerry with his soft red yarn
mitten as a last resort. But Jerry stood
firm.

The noise grew louder and nearer. It
wind, but a great landslide of

not the

was

sweeping down the
steep side of the hill where it had been cut
away for the railroad. It was about ahundred
yards in front of the children, and they
watched the sand as it tore down Mie telegraph poles and buried the railroad track
and the wagon road.
“Rosy,” said Fred, “we must get out of
this.”
So he turned Jerry round. “And what is
more we’ve got to let Uncle Henry know
about it, for if the train should come round
the curve quick when it’s ’most dark there’d
be no stopping her. We can’t get way back
to Mooseford in time to save the train.”
Rosina looked ready to cry, then exclaimed: “Fred, my carrier pigeons!”
“Good for you!” cried Fred. “I’ve read
lots of stories about them. Do you think
these fellows will know their way home to
Mooseford?”
“Oh, I don't know!” wailed Rosina, “and
all the people on the cars may have to get
killed!”
Fred stooped Jerry. “Anyway, it’s the
“We can’t get
best we can do,” Baid he.
back to Uncle’s; we couldn’t if we were
driving Fly and Wisp instead of Jerry. We
couldn’t get home to telegraph, and the
loose sand that

came

anyway. It’s the one
You open the basket when I

wires are all down

chance. Rosy.

say now, just wide enough for the pigeon’s
head to stick out. He’ll put it out to look
round, and I’ll tie a letter on him.”

And Fred
uuuuic ui

tore a

uttiiujr

small

luiu

u

piece of paper off

uuit;

xiemy

uau

a

giv-

Resina hail a pencil, and there
was some string in Fred's pocket of course.
This was Fred’s note. He wrote two letters, so that if one pigeon failed to reach

en

them.

home with the message, the other one

might

succeed.
Dkar Unclk Hbnry:—Don’t let the train
leave Moose turd. The side of the hill has slid
down onto the road. The telegraph is down.
YourB respectfully,
Fred Martin.

It

was

pigeons,

not very easy to tie the notes on the
Rosina opened
but it was done.

the basket

quite

wide,

and

the

children

watched tho carrier doves rise up in the air,
wheel about for a moment, and then fly
away in the direction of Mooseford.
“There they go,” cried the children; and

started Jerry again for home, round by tbe
old road. It seemed a long way to them,
for

they

were

children, and asking

them to

buy something

to remember this Christmas time, that—ex-

cept for them—might have been a sad one.
“Fred,” said Rosina, “I shall give a tithe
of all 1 Dossess of this money to the Pigeon’s
Relief Association, for the pigeons relieved
us of a dreadful responsi ility.”
Fred was something of a man of business;
so he proposed to put five dollars of his part
and five of Rosina’s into the bank, and devote the interest to the P.’R. A.; for he
thought, with the contributions which they
collected from the public, that would do
very well. Rosina agreed, and that noon
their father brought them home three bank
books, one for Fred, one for Rosina, and a
third bearing the inscription, “Millwater
Savings Bank in account with the Pigeon’s
Association.”
Relief
Jeremiah, having
more than he wanted of the good things of
life, did not need a bank book, but was
petted more than ever, and wore, by order
of the Pigeon’s Relief Association, a medal
around bis neck for thirty days. The medal
can, but had been polished to silver-like
brightness by Rosina, and inscribed with
this legend:
“To Jeremiah Martin. In Recognition of
his Noble Conduct. He Stopped and would

Discretion is the Better Part of

not Go on.

Valor.”
Fred engraved the medal’ with a boardnail, and it looked remarkably well. It was
lied around Jerry’s neck with a black velvet
ribbon. He was resigned, the children considered that he liked it; and, except that at
first tho pigeons seemed to think it was a
new fashioned scarecrow when it flashed in
the sun, and some of

them went away in a

hurry without their breakfast, the medal
It
was a fine and successful decoration.
was often discussed in the Martin family
which of all the actors in this affair, that
might have been such a terrible tragedy,
did the most good. It even became a subject for the debating club at school. No
doubt Fred and Rosina saved the train by
LlillJ rv

I.V#

!!>££.

OVUU

euv

the note; but they might have written a letter as long as this story, and except for the
carrier doves, it would have been quite use-

less; and if Jeremiah had

not

planted

his

feet and refused to go another step, children
and doves would have been covered up and

landslide. What do you, little
readers all, think about it? And before you
sit down to consider the case—let the Portland Press wish you all a Merry Christmas!

anxious to know whether the

to see you, Cicely dear,
kBOW what to give Charles for
a Christmas
present.” “Has he proposed
yet?” “Why, no! What’s that to do with a
Christmas present?” “Oh, nothing. Only I'm
having a plaster cast of my hand made for
George. Perhaps he will take a hint, you
know.”—New Haven Register.
to

world,
And intend that all persons shall know it.
It cures coughs, colds, asthma and catarrh,
Bronchitis and complaints of that kind;
It does not cost much, though rheumatics it
cures.

'Tis best Oil In the world yon can find.
The best way to afford instant relief to any
one suffering from water on the brain is to
give him a good tap ou the head.—London
Punch.
Burnett’s Cocoalne.
The Best and Cheapest Bair Dressing.
It kill” dandruff, all ays irritation and pro
motes a vigorous growth of the Hair.
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are
acknowledged the purest and beBt.

invariably

Oscar Wilde has abandoned the lily for the
fern, so that he will stand some chance of being pressed by the young ladies.—Lowell Citi-

all over; and in his wagon was a basket
from which came a soft, cooing noise. He
told the family that Rosiua's doves came
and tapped at the window of the station
with their bills, and as ho let them in he
He
saw Fred’s notes tied to their necks.
held the train at Mooseford station; and
now a large gang of men were at work,
•learing away the sand and getting the
track ready again. Some of the passengers,
on hearing how the carrier pigeons had

epidemics.
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POLICIES!

All

policies

issued after Not. 16,1881 are incontestible after
three yeate from the date of the policies for any
c.uee except fraud or miatatement of age.

Oxford St.

ITS !>K INITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur duiing Its
ntiiu anco and is s > simple and clear that even a
child can un ‘erstand it.
ITS viAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most iust
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the

Portland, Me., duly 27,1881.
Gentlemen— About two
H. H. WARNER & C<
I
ago
sprained my hack, and since that ime
years
I took
have suffered n u- h pa>n from my kidneys
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and the very
1 confcideritan excellent
first b dtle relieved m«
medicine aod honestly recommend it for all diseases
of the urinary organs.

eusni g y« ir,
business that

c

devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the
reserve
the
policy and the dividend addiupon
tions thceto. amount to the sum insured, the poliendow
cy becomes payable at onee as a matured

policy-holder

ever

OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay nur death
claims prompt! v upon their appro'a) by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!
t
President.
Df Wl r
jpil
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
N'CHOLAS i'KGR' >OT, Asrisiant Secretary,
THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

—

Portland, Me., July 7,1881.

WARNER
Gentlemen—Last January t fell on the ice. injuring my back. In June I began using Warner’s Safe
Ki-iney an i Liver Cure and the pain has left me and
I now feel as well as ever.
& CO.:-

H. H-

^ C/4

__

...

M

mm

__doel2d3w

Don’t fail to visit our Immense Ware Rooms and see
the largest and best display of useful Holiday Goods
ever shown in Portland.
Also, the best display of Fine
Medium and Common Furniture east of Boston, at prices
lower than the lowest.
Open every Evening until after the Holidays.

DEANE BR0& & SANBORN,
Nos. 183 & 185 Middle St.

Man wants but little here below, but he does
not want the hick-ache.
“Elixih ok Life
Root” strengthens the back, cures Dyspepsia,
gives you an appetite and makes you feel like
a new man.
Try it.
on

a

Creed-

Christmas

“gifted” people

Times.

week

.■^SSggjJaUjg—-f,/
rilv.

number
of
heavily Increases.—New York

H. H. WARNER & C •
Gentlemen—I am 1 years of
tv

l»D

(JCHI

»

az*

and for

UJ

u

back from my kidneys My w^t©' bail a thick brick
dust deposit in it: and when I c*ut>ht co d it wa* as
red as Mood. 1 have taken different medicines a**d

Intellect, Art and Science have aU contributed to
ILLUSTRATED GIFTour > ssortunv-nt o'
ev r offered

mahe

spe-1 much moi>ey, ai d consulted the be*t doctors
in Boston but all was of no avail un'il about ti re*
weeks ngo, whe I « as prevai ed «-n to try a bottle
I was
of\Vrarne*’s safe Kidney and 1 iver Cure
skeptical but before I bad finished the first bottle
the pains in mv back ceased and the dep >Ht disa|*peared from my mine I bis may appear almost
miraculous but it is the truth.

BOOK S tbe finest

NATURE AND ART.
Poems and pictures from tbe best authors and
artists ompiled by Louis R*id Estes. Illustrated with etching mid wo d-cuts.
This is the first gifr-book illustrated with etchings
by celebrated artists which has be n issued iu
America. I vol., quarto, cloth, full gilt, $8; morocco, $13; full tree calf. $i3.
»0%U OF THE BROOK.
By Alfred Tennyson With 21 illustrations,
printed on fine, extra psper. Small quarto, cloth,
gilt extra. $2; full morocco, or fail tree calf,
extra, $5.
THE WORLD’S WOBSHIPIIV STONE
Temflo. Cathedral and Mosque. 150 flue illustrati » a of come of tbe mo-t noted monu ente o
Architectural Art of all ages and c untries, with
diBcr»ptive text l vol., large quarto, cloth, gilt,
extra, $6; full morocco, gi t, extra, $13.
For sale by all booksellers.
<

0l( b&£jcs«±
39 Tyng Wired.

them in

where

cases

hope

was

abandoned—have been voluntarily given,
showing the remarkable power of Warner’s
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, in all diseases
of the kidneys, li ver or urinary organs. If
any one who reads this has any physical
trouble, remember the great danger of delay.
eod&wlm48nr
novg9
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MEDICAL.

Publishers.
eod3t

THE GREAT SKIT

for the

cure

Being a purely vegetable remedy, It la sale
In the hands of Jhe most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pain.
Killer would fill volumes. The following
extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:
Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,says:

About a year sinoe my wife became subject
to severe suffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to the Pain Killer, which speedily
relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from the Sailors*
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with neuralgia

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my case in
despair. I tried your Pain Killer, and it gave
me immediate relief.
I have regained my
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:

I experienced immediate relief from pain
the side by the use of your Pain Killer.

in

I have used your Pain Killer for rheumatism,

and have received great benefit
Barton Seaman says:

Have used Pain Killer for thirty years,
and have found it a never-failing remedy for
rheumatism and lameness.

From actual use, I know your Pain Killer
la the best medicine I can get

All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors’
bills. 25c., 50c. and 91.00 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I-

eo<iawly_

In shoit the
what iB fullv explained
is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
The book for young and middle agod men to read Just now
is worth many times ils weight iu gold. —Medical Times.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of di-cane
The author of the Science o' Life is a noble bene act r.
is read upon both coutiuents by millions.—
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already

^TheGoldand

Jewelled Medal awarded ttc author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed —Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of ext’acts siuiil»r‘t. the above could be taken from the leading journals-literary, political,

an 1 scientific—’brough<*u» the land.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can he obtained elsewhere for
nr th* mo* *-y will be refunded in every instance
Thousand* of ('spies are *eu» by mail, seen* cly sealed and post.paid, to all part*of the
world, every month, upon receipt of pr re. $1 14 V

or \V. H. PARKi
».
4 Biilliitr** M., Bo-ton. .71 ass.
yov22oa
u. E.—The author may bo consulted on all diseases requiring skill aud experience.

PSOH1ASIS.
H. E. Carpe- t*r. Esq., Henderson, N. Y., curod of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of wenty years* standing by
the Cut! a»-a Resolvent (blood pu ifler) inter nail v
and Cnticura and Cuticura Soap (tbe great skin
The most wonde'-fiu case on
cures) extcnaly.
rec rd.
Cure certified »o before a Iub ice of the
4

11

....I

i g and scaly diseases should send to
te**tlmonia in full.

us

I ''Cures Rheumatism,
B Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,®
■ Asthma, Catarrh, Coughs, Colds,®
■ Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Bums,®
■ Frost Bites, Tooth, Ear, and®
■ Headache, and^il pains and aches.
||

internally,

day.

SKIN HUMORS.
Mrs S. E Whipple, Decatur, Mich
writes that
her face, head an t some par s of her body were
almost aw.
Head c vend with scabs and sores,
sufft-red fearfully and tried everything.
Permanently cured bv' Cu'ic >ra Resolvent (blood p iritier)
an 1 Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (tae great skin
cures)

CUTICURA
Remedies
by
druggists. Price of
''(JTIcuka,
Jelly, small boxe
60c;
l*rge boxes, $1. CuTicuitA Resolvent the New
B ood Purifier, §1 per bottle.
Cuticura Medicinal Toilet Soap. 25 c.; (Tti ura viedicinal
Shaving Soap, 16c.; in Lars for barbers and large
consumers, 60c. Principal depot,
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
are for sale
a Medici al

U

The beBt Internal and external remedy In
bottle pruaranteed.

■ tbe

all

I

world^ Kverg

FOSTKK, JULBUBII &

Prop’rs,

||

Tul

aug

COCOA

EPPS’S

BREAKFAST.
of tin* natural iaw«
“By 14
a thorough know'edge
wh’cn g *veru tbe opera! ions <»f digest i»'ii and
a carefu
and
bv
application of tbe fine
nutrition,
properties of well selected Cocoa, >1r. Epps has provided oar breakfa-t tables with a delicately flavored
many heavy doctor’s
beve-age which may save usu«e
of such articles of
bills. It is by the judicious
diet that a c nsti ution may be gradually built np
uuti strong enough to resist everv tendency to
d sease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are fi ating
around us ready to attach wherever t*>er* is a weak
by keeppoint. We may »sc <pe many a f»tal shaf*
ing ourselve* well fortified with pure blood ami a
properly nou ished fr»me.”— Civil Seri-’ce Gazette
Made simply w th boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins on'y (^-lb aud tb), labeled.
IAJ11F9 EPPH &
C«»., Homccopnlhic
ChcuidM, Lou<l«u, Euglun i.
nov291 u,S&wlyr49

Cure

A
ment:

a

Brain TreatDizziness, Convul-

and

specific for Hysteria,

sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spern atorrhoea, lmtotency, Involunta\ge, causod

by

over-

any case. With each order received for
accom anied with five dollars, the prowill send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H H.
effect a cure.
HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

QULuniy
VOLTAIC

trig

OEL£C™0.Ut£r elect!ioafappHftnoe’lxspublic,
hay iustaut-

PfAeTrRS
*»**

lore the

is hereby given, that tho
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix
Of the will of
JOSEPH H. PERLEY, lata of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken npon herself that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demands npon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
BUTH W. PBRLEY, Executrix.
dlaw 3wS*
Portland, Oct. I8th, 1881.

decIO

_S&W2w
S. R. MILES,
Advertising Agent,

BOSTON
STBEnONT »*T.,
Contracts for Advertisements la Newspapers la al
cities and towns at the Netted Matos end tfce
British Provinces.

WINES &

LIQUORS

of all kind*, in tbe

ORIGINAL

PACKAGE*,

-HOB 8AJL*

R. STANLEY &
m

4»c81

HV

—

SON, Importers,

FORE ST., POKTI.ANJD ME.

Special

a

School Boots,

as

low as the lowest.

GENTLEMEN’S

INSURANCE CO.
MILLION Dollars.

INSURANCE

FIRE

LARGEST

Whito

Slippers,

CO.

Paid In Great Fire of Chicago...$525,000.00
Paid in Great Fire of Boston.... 250,000.00
STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

CASH ASSETS,

Lr esea».
Fund
..

....

7P,376.88
650,000.00

$1,4 34,100.88

Snrplus overall Liabilities.304,520 03
Surplus as regards Policy-holders.. I, i04,5 JO O *
J. N. Dunham. President: Sanford J. Hall, Secretary; Andrew J. Wright, Treasurer.

PRESTOS LORISG, Agent,
No. 31 1-2
dcclO

Exchange St.
d3w

ROLLINS & ADAMS
doing us well for their custom-

of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.
matter

as

oetBdtf

■

The Jamaica (linger Cordial,
MANUFACTURED

BY

G. D. ROWS & CO., of Boston,
awarded a Silver Medal, the
only <>ue of any kind awarded to the
many Jamaica Ginger preparations competing for a reward.
It contains no Intoxicating stimulants
anu it for sale by all flrit-elass Drughas

just been

gists and Grocers.
noY80

dim*

Mold

over

1*000 Bottle*

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,

PROPER

KITTREDGE, Agent.
HIM KI.AND, MAINE.
ES'-ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT,.43

JT.

To buy Yonr

J.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

\T

liU X

*

Fine Rooms for Rent*
Congress street. Some very excellent

039

rooms

bv steam.

f» r man and wife or young xuen. Hr at
Table board cam be bud at 3 different
Call at h< use.
eod2w*

A Nice Room to Rent
144M* Exchange St., and a room at 22
Wllmot. Two good 2d-h tnd stove-* for sale—
at W. P. Hastings’ Piano Warerooms, 144Vi Exchange St.dec!4 d2w

AT

Room to Let.
young gentlemen can be accommodated
wi'h board and room cu reasonable terms in a
pleasaut b use up town. Ao.-res*

TWO

F. W.

dec9-iitf

For Sale in

Press Office.

ESTATE.

HEAL
-—.-■

L.t

■

■-

--

1

""'-V*—

Norway, Maine.

One of the finest resideuees on
Main St., in Norway Village, Me ,
will be »old ai a great bargain if

applied for before January, 1,
1882, by Freeland Howe, Heal Estal Agent, Norway, Maine.
dec21-4-C

decar__
For Sale.

/"'10TTAGE House oa Spruce street. Contains 7
Vy rooms, shed, gas and Seb.go. Lot 40 by 60.
Pleasi ut and sunny; good location. Bv
N.S. GAKIHNEB,
No. 93 Exchange Street.
deelCeodlm

Wan i&.
Wanted.
A girl for general house-work.
Apply to 35 Peering St.

_4tf

decSO

___

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.
“I.IVING THOUGHT*.” a col'ection of
2,500 sel cii nsof prose and poetry. IO siieel
Pint*
illHMtrutiona. Price $2.50
Agents
wanted. Addrugs, F. P. SHUAiWAY, Jr,. 21 Bromtield St., Boston, Mass.
dec7dlm^

WANTED.
buv

a

Schoomr Smack, 35 *o 60 tons N. M.
preferred. F, W. MJLL*K & CO.,

smack
TOWellAla.

oct29d2m*

Mobile,

W.

BUSINESS CARDS.

eod&wly22

Je

WOLFE’S

-of-

Schiedam Aromatic

BROWN,
SHOE

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulpb-Je of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps i^aperior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of onr eonntry of JJdoipho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uncqnnled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
ciaimed for it. For sale by all Druggists

DEALER.

At 421 COMESS STREET.
eodtf

decl5

HOLIDAY

MUSICS

flgp-Send the price mentioned below, and receive
by return mail one of these splendid new Music
Books for Holiday Presents

Norway Music Album,

<2.50 Plain; <3 Clotli; <4 Gilt.

Beauties of Sacred Song.
58 Songs.

Elegant.

-of-

Gems of Strauss.

Each BOOk

Franz’s Album of Song.

?3 Flno Gllt.

Brightest music.

German Songs

Rhymes

|

$2 Board.

Standard Piano Music. J

and Times.
and

Kindergarten

hongs.

OAAT) XTL'

a

OEIVaTTE.
MASCOT.
PATIENCE.

JOST A JIOKTOS,

FRESCO PAINTERS.
tii Musket Square. Portland.
Prise* reasonable and satisfaction gnarantoed.

_dls

t«2

EDUCATIONAL
Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to crlvate popils by the subscribe*

I

STREET,

NEW YORK.

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
the nasal

50 cents.

50 cents.
50 cents.

E|_ECANT

TABLELAHPS
Centre*.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sanegueniir.es,
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

restores the
taste and
smell ;beneflcial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Uaequaletlfo
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use Aplittle
the
Unger
a
by
■
a
%/
t* ay g": cs
Into the nostrils. On
t. V
receint of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
laud oy wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego. N. Y.

cT&wly48

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRAD*

MARKashXG^y'!l|nTRAD*MAR*
Seminal Weakness.
Impotency, ami all
Diseases that follow
na a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal

E.iglish Duplex,

Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

^■rVifcr-'

/4BML
For Sale Wholesale anil Retail.

CO,,

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.
AdT6rti8lDff A^Cllt8»

<ltf

FOB ALL THE LEAU1NL NEWSPAPERS.
lO SPRUCE STREET, NEW TURK
The Fun mar oe found on file a oar oihoe.
NEW YORK
4 PARK ROW

Eni

nov24

Fitted complete with the

C. E. JOSE &
oolO_

cleanses
passages of

sores and
seuse
of

HAY F

IV

the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature

fcypJsV-

Premature

our mimphlet, which we desire to
flr5p~FuII particulars in one.
free by mail to every
fci^Tha Specific Medieinc is
sold bv all druggists at #1 per package, or six packages for *3
or will be taut tree by mail on receipt of the money, by

scud

TS]j QRAY MEDICINE! CO.,
Jto. 1W Main Street, Bcjxu.o, X. T.

wivaijr

of
ten
Term
Winier
weeks, will begin
TUESDAY, JANUARY, 3d. 1885
The

Address J. V. WESTON, President.

eodtjn2&w2t50

dec 15

B0ST0NSCH00L OFORATORY
TOE PREP.4HATOBV CLI88,
to prepare applicants to enter be .Jnnior Class ia
the second semester, begins on the 4th o£ 'anuary,
H- R. RAYMOND.
1882. U o'clock a. m.
deo21-4-8-31 Jy2
Principal, l Somerset St.

FRANK I.IN FA UI.Y 8CHOOL.
Winter Term commences

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3, ISP.?
For Particulars address D. L. SMITH, Principal
T'PSHaM, Main*.

<JeclS eod2tv

wmT

m.

marks,

Boob, Card, M Job Printer,
I* .’inters’

111

Rzobange,

Exchange SI., Portland,

Me.

Vinr Job Priming n Npcrinllj.
Order? oy nail or La pcrncn promptly atuv.ued t*

AFTER TARIM.
SEFORE TAKIHa.c‘n,umpti‘“md0a
Grave.

igr-Sold to Portland, by Fr*L A. TVrrwr. 2M
RiKTxcnoij/1 Aone} ©or. Cuojrvss and Green St*.

AND

FEMALE COLLEGE.
dl?

Ca'arrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,
41lays
inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the

tuthsat&ntf

-iti

Westbrook Seminary
18 BEATER

nira ,-»f

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
decl3

(gaid oPdnk'i,

143 Pearl Street.

Effectually

.11

mul

janB4__

s3.60 cloth.

Charming Nursery

Job

J. W. COLCORD,

PRICE

Creme de la Creme,

Seel',

BERRY,

and Grocers.

best and newest.

Beat

STEPHEN

No, 37 Plum Street.

With Isenu-tful Pottery

To Persons Desiring Insurance.

Urinary Organs.

_

ORDER

n*

13 725.00

ha*

all Diseases

Rockland, Me., April 25,1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Hoot, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM, H. KITTREDOE.

Your Boots by Mail, giving the size and width.
Postage prepaid and a Pei feet Fit Guaranteed.

up.$1,000,000.00

All other Claims.

in

Drag|ii«t

ana

CHILDREN'S and HISSES'

«1.50).

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock all paid

BANNER

0.

A. B. aad

sale.

TWO

deol7

BOYD’S

2 Vols.

$2,128,026.91

■

FOr7

First-Cl888 Traverse Runner Pungs, to close
E. A. JORDAN,
out.
Inquire ef
27 Market Square.
ciecl3-eod2w

place* within 3t>0 feet of the bouse.

Nearly Dead and Ode Bottle Cared Him
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
J. W. Kittredge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
Fine N. Y. Boots, for Ladles’ Wear, The Only Store
that time tried various medicines without obtainEast of Boston that has Boyd’s Fine Boots.
j ing
’of, I was induced to try a bottle of your
Fine Boots in French Kid.
Boyd’s
EL
.ri OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
•*
I
Cloth Top, Button,
I
one bottle of it completely cured me.
to
that
say
“
“Oil Goat, Button,
recommend it as the onlv valuable and certain cure
I would add
Widths, A.\, A, B, C and D.
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I bad become so
weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that other* who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate a9 to try vour valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAlN.
Truly yours,
Spring Heel Boots. Widths, A B. M. and F.
A* a SPRING TONIC- AND APPETIKJKR IT HA* NO ftvQl’AL.

The

in Maewu'husetts. Losses Paid $8,000,000.00.
All losses In Portland, Chicago and Boston, paid
promptly and in full.

ers

or the

A

Misses’ and Ladies’

Gems of English Song.

Charter Perpetual.

Incorporated 1S49.

are

(Complaints,

goods a specialty. Hand sewed French Calf
Bal#., Hand sewed. French Calf Congress,
Hand sewed French Cloth Top Congress,
Jersey goods U all the leading styles.

Fine

Kid

ings
CITY

Size Crayons.

Dropsy, (Jravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rhenmatism, Dyspepsia, Female

SIGN OF THE GOED BOOT.

Snrilielrl Fire aid liarli
Capital ONE

y

A Positive Cure for Kidw
ney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

CHILDREN’S AND HISSES’

THE

Exchange St.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

imported”

and

I-ifc

for

HOTEL.

SALE.

Steam Boiler, about 25 horse
ste«m gauge and all castseen in <*i>eration at FOREST
same.
deo22-d2w
DYE HOUSE, 13 Preble St.

SECOND-HAND
power, gauge cocks
to
Can be

__Jly7eodt

©I'diy

No one of the Six Companies rep
resented at this Agency has
Assets of Less than

Notice

—/SO I
ly relieve D> spepsia, Liver
Complaint, Mala-ia, Fever auil Ague and Kidney

Urinary Difficulties, and may he worn over the
pit of the stomach ove* the kldne>s or any affected
part Price 25 cents. Sold everywhere.

_d&wl y4»>

uovl6

Facilities

EVERYBODY.

51 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

So. 311-2

Stockholders of the

u ay
eg&liy come before them, will be held
their Binking House on TUESDAY, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10,1881.
-dtd
dec 12

km urn i

flBE A MABUE

cure

boxes,

FALMOUTH

THE

AGENTS,

Re-1 naurance

Guaranteed.

Da. E. C. West’s Nerve

to
six

Voltaic Kleo
Plaster costing 25

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

Outstanding

OEBILIT1T.

NERVOUS

prietors

One Collins’

McLELLAN,
GORHAM.

LEWIS

b&Sly

GBiTBFUL-COflPORTING.

ry Emissions. Premature Obi

aaI I

STATE AGT., ACBCBN.

W. S'. PHILLIPS* CO., Wholesale A*ts

ertiou, self-abm-e, or over-iuduigence, which leads
One box will cure
to misery, decay and death
recent c^es Each bo* contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a b x, or six boxes for uve dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co.t guarantee six boxes

It cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, r
stores the senses of taste, smell and hearing whe
affected, frees the head, throat and bronchial thbes
of offem-ive choking matter, sweetens and purifies
the breath, stops the o ugh and arrests the progress
of catarrh towards consumption.
Such is the action f Sanford’s Radical C^re for Catarrh.
Complete external and internal treatment for ftl.
An exquisite nursery sanative; Cuticura Soap.

T.T.Merry

M

1..1,

DI»EA«1^

lion, a s' owing never rn^de by any other compauy
at the same age. (note the power of compound inter
est in the
est.)
6. It is paying daily nearly S2< 00 for death losses.
7. It has for ten years given to the public, printed
detailed statements of its dividends, and it is the
only company that does it.

the

ness as

ROOT!
LIFE
Slippers

INSURANCE

for this

F. H. Drake, Esq., Dttr it, Mich, suffered beyond
all description from a skin disease which appear d
on his hands, he td an
face and nearly destroved his
The most carrfhi doct ring failed to help
eyes.
and
all
bad
he ns d the Cuticura
after
failed
him,
Re*olven (b<o -d purifier)
Cuticura and
Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) exttrna ly, and
was cured, and has remained perfectly well to this

paid to its policy holders, and has assets
9 * * ..**©*.49 more than it ha»
hand,

6. It has

of

Annual

Meeting
Bank of Portla« d, f'-r thecuHre
THEFirst National
of Directors and the transaction of such other
at

ELIXIR

PliBTISS LORIXG,
Lurnba^o^j

KHCD*I.

McDonald. 2^42 Dearborn St.. Chicago,
gratefully acknowledges a cure of Salt Rheum on
he 'd neck, face, arms and legs for seventeen ears;
not able to walk except on bands and knses for one
year: not abl« to belt# himself for eight years; tried
hundreds of rerae 'ies; d *ctors pronounced his case
li pelfss pm inaneutly cured by cut’eura Resolvent
(blood purifier) internally, and Cu’ icura and Cuticura Soap ( be great skin cures) externally.
Will

c es
on

D.

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

York has $134.80 for

The Northwestern Mutual hss about $2 of surplus
to the vmtual Life’s and Connecticut Mutual’s $1.
4 It maintains the estab ished rates for insurance, thus reserving full security against contingen-

First National Bank.

FOIt

company.
3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to i s liabiutie- than any oth r large company.
[See New York Insurance Report.]
The Northwestern has $ 128.60 for every $100 of

of liabilities.
The Mutual Life of New
every $lOl» of liabilities

mHE Ai nnal Meet nc of the Stockholders of the
A Casco National Bank of Portland for the
choice of I directors and the transaction ■» such other business as may cgally comet efore them, will be
held at their Banking House on 1 UESDAY, lie
10th uay of January. 1882 at ’0 o’clock a. m.
WM A. WINSH1P, Cashier.
deci) dtd
Portland, Dec. 8, 1881.

F0R SAliE

4,062,234

nov5

oalsams.

R,

Address PEAliODY MEDI* AL INSTITUTE

$18,346,212

liabilities.
Tbe Connecticut Mutual has $llo for every $100

Casco National Bank.

religous

2. It gives you insurance cheaper than any other

i

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
deelOdtd
10,1881.

Dtc.

National Bauk, of Portland will
be held at their banking house ou Tuesday tin l<’th
day of January, 1882, at lO o’clock a. in., for the
choice of Direc ors for the ensuing year, at d the
tr ansaction of any other business that mav legally
W. U. SOULE, Cashier.
come before them.
declodtf
Portland, Dec. 9,1881.

double the price,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Seven of the Many Reasons Why Ton
Should Hare a Policy iu this Company.
1. it give* you insurance at actual cost.

^

mHE shareholders of I he National Traders Bank
A of Portland aje hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Koorn,
on lUs.SIbAY, the tenth day of .January next, at
11 o’clock a in. to choose tiwo Directors for the enthat
Httin. year, ami to act on any o*.hr;r
may legally couie before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cash cr
Dec. 10,1881.

ever

-OF-

25,000,000

Portland,

or

{CHARTKBED 1SSV).

OFFICE:

of
tbe

gilt,

full

ihat^'^r

e

LIFE IJMME C0!»PAS¥.

LOCAI,

interna' use »f Cuticuba. Resolvent, the new
blood purifier, and the external use of Cuticuba
and Cuticuba S<»ap. tbe great skin cures.
For Sunburn, Tan and Greasy 'kin use Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite toi et bath and nursery sanative,
D-wint with delicious flower odors and healing

SALT

embotsed,

for all

sex can

or

m

OPPOSITE

Assets. ,T»n. 1st, 1881,
Surplus (New l’ork Standaid
Amount paid to Policy
Holders since its Organization over

THE

THECumberland

uu'.'*.

Fre-criptionr,

Mus’in.

Mutual

There Is nothing more painful than these
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use ot Perry Davis’
Pain Killer.
This remedy is not a cheap Benzine
or Petroleum product that must be kept
away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do more harm than good.
Pain Killer has been In constant use
for forty years, and the universal testimony
from all parts of the world Is, It never
f al Is. It not only effects a permanent cure,

Itching and Scaly Diseases, Scrofulous Humors. Ulcers, Old
Sores and mercurial
Affections.

CUTICUBA

in

on

Especial

Pain in the Back and Side.

2

REATMENT,
THE
Skin, Si alp and Blond Diseases, consists in

steel engravings.
acute and Chri nlo disrases.
Bound in beaut ful French

Aiim-TO PLEAWB.

Neuralgia, Sprains,

CURE.

INFALLIBLY CURES

Invaluable

Fine Portrait Work

Rheumatism

stockholders of the Merchants National
Bank of Portland, are lie eby notified
annual meeting for the chece of Directors for
ensuing year, tuid the transaction of such otber^^.
buB'ne-s as may legally be brought before them will
be he'd ar. the bank, on TUESD \Yf, Jan. 10, 1882,
at 10 o’clock a. m.

Cuuiberlffnd IVatioual Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholder of the

u

_eoiitf
Elegact Gift-Books for Everybody

the part

liavc ruuctru csui oiiouug pou

Mr. Burditt writes:
It never fails togive relief in cases of rheumatism.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:

Qitkura

-»■

*.4.,*..

pug.-..

125

TllUpri If'

U.IAIU

#

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

__declcdtd

Self-Pr«*»errnii«n. A Great Tlediral Treatise
a«d Cure of Exhausted
on I?lnMh«»od; the Cause
h^»ic»l ■>ability, »*l»o on
Vitality. iMervouH aud
from the Exce-*e» of Tinfli-r
i*
m
arising
the Untold
* enr*.

B. C. S JMERBY, Cashier.
deelOdtd

10, 1881.

Dec.

or

or

E. York says:

the

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

258tli Edition.

(New Edition.)
Ferris, Manager. (UlUlf
*»NuW B111
!SllwtLr',’r,<'''0,,ll'
w
illustR *TED SAMPLE <5 ( ENTS. SEND NOW.
ext>
is
the
most
published.
Physiology
aurdinary work
Sel -Preservation,
The Science of Life
either require
wish v> know, but
W. A, MORRIS, Agent for Portland.
rried
single of cither
There is nothing whatever that the
to all who wish for good health.— Toronto Clobe.
dec3
bi.os 1b inva uab

Portland, Me., Ju’y 28.1881.

moor

During

Everybody Needs It.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

cure

J. F.

68 ( lark Street.

occupation.

Important, if true—The sights
rifle.—The Judge.

Copies Sold !

More than One Million

rilHE annual meeting of tbe stockholders of “The
1 Canal National Bunk of Portland,” for the election o- reven directors and for the transaction of
auy other business that may legally come before
wilt In held at their banking house on
them
TUESDAY, th teeth day of January, 1882, at
eleven o’clock a, in.

NAT IONAL TRADERS BANK.

dec21_____

A P imtf

mAiriC. olnlt MUC.I1U 11

transaction of any other

for the

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
Salem St.

and

may then bo legally acted upon.
R. o. 0 >NaNT, Secretary.
Dec. 12,1881.

meat.

zen.

up the street, driving his
lively young horses. They told their story as

cident.”
Early the next morning tho children were
delighted to see their Uncle Henry driving
up to the door. He looked like good news

rilllE elockhoMers of the Ocean In««urar.c3CuiupaM uy, are hereby notified to moet at *he office of
said company, in Portland,on MONDAY, thesecond
day of January A D. 1882, at three o'clock p m.,
for the purpose of choosing seven Director* lor the

no

INCONTESTABLE

Too Fastidious.
Somo would-he Byrons look on with disgust
At the rhymesof Eclectric Oil “poet;”
But we have the best article known to the

coming

fa»t as they could, and their father said they
did tbe best that could be done.
“Now,” said he, “if you wait till morning
I have a good hope that you’ll hear that
you have saved the train from a terrible ac-

IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
sto kho den to take the ll«>n’s share ot the prolit*. Mutual companies ever fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIK'* in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

flEETJMi.

tV.ntl,

years of fair dealn g with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest In
auranc- authorities and the most prominent busi
n*-ss and profess’ot al men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.

Portland, Me., July 17,1881.
WARNER & Co Gentlemen— vty wife was
seriously afti'cted with kidney disease and her back
when she commenced using
pained her very much, and
Liver Cure and from the
Warner’s Safe Kidney
first it helped her. The pain cea«ed. Her water
I
now she i- well.
and
color
natural
assumed its
cannot too hignly recommend Warner’s Safe KidCure.
ney and Liver

lO

lu&nrance Company.

Oceau

OLD COMPANY, having been estab
lished over thirty years.
Ir HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since it* organization, paying every bonest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for iberalliy by
many

THES

birds arrived in time. At last they came to
the village, and the lights in the windows
looked comfortable to the children as they
drove through the street. Their mother was
looking for them at the door;and their father was

POKTLiFVD, MHNE.

OF
IT IS AN

H. H.

—many of

“Ob, I’m real glad

puzzled

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

ignored.

No. 210

rniCK Annual lleetU g of th» Culm MatnaJ l.lfe
A Insurance Company of Maine, will bo held at
IbeuiHeeof Hon, Jos, H. William*, tbe Clerk of>^
said corporation, in Augusta. Maine, on Wet!ie!idaj^
tbe eleventh clay of January, A. D. 1S82, at tori'
o’clock a, ui. to lit the number ol, and elect a board
of Directors. Per order of Directors.
H. D. SMITH, Secretary.
Portland, M ine I>eo. 20, J881.__iltc23dtd

UNION MUTUAL

Id order that the public uiay fully realize
the genuineness of the slatemeuts, as well
as the power and value of the article of
which they speak, we publish herewith the
facsimile signatures of parlies whose sincerity is beyond question. The truth of these
testimonials is absolute, nor can the facts
be

THE-

-IN

Well-Known People lolly
Verified

announce

MUTUAL LIFE INSUEAHC
COMPANY OF SIAISE.
Niosfef*.

UNION

INSURE

WHY YOU SHOULD

Thousands of equally strong endorsements

Wit and Wisdom.

I'm

__

sue lipoitont Unto of

they

ANNUAL MEETINGS

MISCELLANEOUS

INSURANCE

TRUTH ATTESTED.

had started in life as the cover of a tomato-

lost in the

morning.
the way to Mooseford,

the next

Which Ej l It?

BY

came

to take Kosina home with him to help her
cousin Alice tend a little table at a church
fair. Fred did not care for fairs. He was
going skating with the boys that evening-

wits,
Using well tbe.r tiny
fKilve their parens pleasure and surprise.

hear her purr-—we
s Earning how to

Millwater,

six miles from

Mooseford,

little

we

—-

vuv

VU

It was

Thai's tbe way that tiny kittle bits
Of work don**, seem much in mother’e eyes;
So it is that girlB and boy.i and kits,

And

U'

CUJtIO

Harmon said he “always approved of children bein’ real friendly with dumb critters.

Tabby Tortoise kuew

Mrs.

1

U11C1)*

Tender-hearted Fanny from the cold
Covered cat and kitt n with her shawl;
And the story furthermore is told
That when Kit'y wakered to behold
The soft wool, she thought she'd spun it all!

Surely

saw

saved their train, had passed round a hat
and sent a hundred dollars to Fred and Roslna for a Christmas present, with a pretty
note wiilten by one of the ladles on board
the cars, praising the quick thought of the

©bngrata SK.

Pimicaiar nUea(i«D
Pamphlrl t'nmicix
vl
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B, (1. JOKIMV llfml. Maine.

1.000 Oak and Spruec Piles.
500.01)11 ft.Oak, for Car Timber,
Shfp Plank and Timber.
500.000 fl. Ileniloek.
900.000 fl. 7-8 dry pine in
boards
octl
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